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Carden, Great Britain's minister to
Mexico, will confer wilh President
Wilson) tonight at 6 o'clock and later
will leave for New York to sail for
England tomorrow morning on the
Olympic'
With Sir Cecil ,Spring-Rice- ,
the British ambassador, Sir Lionel conferred
briefly early today with Secretary
Bryan and arranged the' hour of his
meeting with the president. Secretary Bryan Will dine at the British
embassy this evening before Sir Lionel leaves for New York.' The British
minister declined to comment on the
Mexican situation in any way.
"I am sorry," he said to all questioners, "but my government does not
permit me to give interviews."
Immediately after his conference
with the two British diplomats, Secre.
tafy Bryan went to the cabinet meet,
disMexican
irig with the latest
of
where
Bauch,
the
killing
patches,
the American, the Benton case and
the probable attitude of Great Britain
in the light of latest developments
were discussed. There was no out
ward Indication of any change m the
situation as President Wilson outlined
it yesterday.
Situation Not So Tense
Sir Edward Grey's statement to the
house of commons, as received here in
news dispatches, was read by President Wilson to his cabinet and was
generally regarded as lessening the
tension which had been felt over the
possibility of extreme pressure being
exerted on the Unite States by England for a drastic course.
The killing of Gustay Bauch, an
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morning he would hear arguments on
the motion to be made by Attorney
H. N. Hawkins for the mine workers
that "Mother" Jones be produced in
court,. The military authorities have
announced that they will not produce
"Mother" Jones in court without a
court order. The Moyer case will be
the Issue in the legal arguments. ,
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pnrt sido. In 1SS0, woen our production of cotton manufactures was 211
million dollars, imports were 32 million and exports U million, foreign-madcotton goods having thus supplied about la per cent of the domestic consumpitou. In 1909 domestic
production had increased to 628 million, or 40 per cent over that of 1904.
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Netherlands, 30 million; while coun- Out of 467 million yards exported in
lace or embroidery or net falling all STOCK RAISERS IN OKLAHOMA
tries importing from 20 to 25 million that year, 116 million went to China, EVERYONE NOW
around It.
Oklahoma City, Okla., March 3.
dollars' worth annually include Can compared with 563 million in 1905,
Ribbons and little made flowers of Oklahoma City today began the enterto
million
went
the Philippines;
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ada, Argentina, Australia, and the and 92
chiffon and ribbon, very small, fine
tainment of hundreds of stock raisers,
Dutch East Indies; and those receiv- while Aden, Cuba, Haiti, other west
millinery blossoms, are the favorite commission men and others interestCAP
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cona
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Chiffon
play
ing from 10 to 20 million dollars' Indies, Canada, Colombia, and other
rimmings.
ed in the live stock industry, the oc
worth annually France, Switzerland, South America as a whole took be
spicuous part in the decoration of all
the present season, casion being the annual gathering of
Russia, Roumanla, the Straits Settle- tween 20 and 30 million dollars worth CAPS lot many kinds rjjay comfc and the belongings
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which Its present condition of growtomorrow.
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compared with 1,300 million for Ger- from the mainland, compared with 2
SNOW UN1MENT. It may be needed
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many, 75 million for France, and 65 million in 1903.
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erful healing and penetrating remedy.
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by Central Durg Co. Adv.
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Mr. Brown Didn't Enjoy Hia

VUit

CHARM

SENT TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Thirtieth

Vast Amounts of British Capital
vested in Colonies and In
North America.

Tips and High Prices
Palled.

Almost every summer since 1877 Al
exander P. Brown of Philadelphia has
been spending in Europe, It being his
custom to go abroad in the late spring
and then to end his way back in October. When Mr. Brown landed recently he had completed his thirtieth trip
to the other side, says the New York

Regular Bowel Movement From Infancy Insures Good Health In Later
Years
We cannot all start life with the
advantages of money, but every child
born is entitled to the heritage of
good health. Through unfortunate ig
norance or carelessness in the feeding

come deranged. The disorder spreads
How many men will agree with the to the bowels and before the mother
Kansas City Star, which has it doped realizes it the two cnief organs on

Sun.
"Yet I found this summer I did not
enjoy Europe as I once did," said Mr.
Brown at the Waldorf. "Everything
has changed so much, and that mainly
In the last few years. When I cam
away the hotel proprietors were spend
ing lotB of money In the belief that
there vjre still Americans somewhere
in Europe or headed that way, but
they are mistaken. Most of the Americans who went abroad in the spring
or summer have come home. Most ol
them who had been in the habit of
going abroad stayed a shorter time
this year than usual.
"Switzerland had the call on all
travel last, summer, as always. But
Switzerland and the Swiss have
In the first place,
ciianged much.
prices have gone up. It is no longer
easy to find the modest hotel where
for a small sum, you can live on the
best in the land, and there are many
new modern hotels with modern
prices. In fact, the prices In Switzer
land seem to be on a par with those
of the higher priced hotels in Lon
don, Paris and New York.
Then, it
was a bad summer in Switzerland for

In-

fhroof

Take first the capital supplied to

new countries for the developmeat of
their railways, their oil fields, their

rubber plantations, their agriculture.
We all remember the political catchword of "capital going abroad," and
the campaign against British Investments, organized and controlled by the
unionist party, remarks the London
Chronicle.
The unionist leaders and
the unionist
of the exchequer solemnly told the country that
money was safer abroad than at home,
and there is no doubt that the Investing classes, which are largely unionist, took their word for It and did invest abroad. Believing that Diaz,
o
or Huerta was a safer guide than
,
or
Asquith
they neglected every-thin- g
English and subscribed for anything foreign a policy that they may
bitterly repent today.
The result of this attitude in England was great activity in the new
undeveloped countries. In the capital
market, when the tap is working easily, some ono is Biire to be there with
a bucket, and foreign borrowers did
take money from London in bucket-fuls- .
Exactly how much has been
subscribed in the, last few years no
one can say, but the Economist
figures, which are the most conservative of all the published statistics,
place the amount of new capital publicly raised In England during the last
five years at 1,044,609,000
one thousand millions in five years In advertised prospectuses alone! Of this sum
by far the greater part has gone to
British colonies and South America,
Canada alone taking nearly
200,000,-00and Argentina nearly 100,000,000.

which the infant's comfort and health
Women's fashions are bo foolish! depend are causing it great suffering.
It seems possible the statement has If the condition Is allowed to continue
BERTHA LEE WOODARD
een made before. Where have we grave ailments often (esult
There is, however, no occasion for
heard it?
alarm, and the sensible thing to do
the common disorders ot life, such as
Now, you take men's styles; look
but it should be done instantly is to constipation, liver trouble Indigestion,
how sensible and comfortable and
give the baby a small dose of a mild biliousness, headaches, and the vari
staple they are! What?
laxauve-tonic- .
In the opinion of a ous other disorders of the stomach.
Of course, they are perfectly sane.
great many people, among them such liver and bowels nothing is more suitThere is the matter ot headgear alone.
as the parents of able than .this mild laxative-toniDr.
Just plain Bertha Lee persons
No fuss and feathers.
3, years old, of Caldwell's
Woodard,
Syrup
Pepsin.
to
y
hats. Nothing
straight every-daMoultrie, Ga., the
Three generations of people are usremedy is
spoil or get shabby and uncomfortable, Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Mrs. I.
it today, and thousands of families
ing
f
when
What? Oh, well, yes, the derby
N. Woodard says that little Bertha keep it
constantly in the house, for evan
like
on
feels
something
you try It
was troubled with constipation for ov ery member of the family can use it.
inverted bandbox, lined with Ising er a
year, and that after trying several It can be obtained of any druggist at
lass, with a neat litira hard corded different kinds of remedies she found
fifty cents or one dollar a bottle, the
dge, which digs a furrow Into the her relief in
It is a latter being the size bought by famiPepsin.
Syrup
line.
forehead when set below the hair
mild, pleasant-tastin- g
laxative, which lies who already know its value. ReThe silk hat, too, ia something like every person likes, avts not gripe nor sults are always
guaranteed or money
a shoe box with a stiff collar inserted. cramp, and contains that most excel- will be refunded.
weather. What with continuous rains
In hot weather tooth hats are worn, at lent of all digestants, pepsin.
Families wishing to try a free sam- and snow ahead of time, visitors got
rheumatism. And as for the numbet
which times for the head they perDr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is espe- ple bottle can obtain it postpaid by adelectric cially Intended for infants, children, dressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419 Wash- of visitors to the country this sum
form the office of an
there were at one time
mer,
light cabinet. In cold weather they women, old people and all others to ington St., Monticello, 111. A postal 400,000why,
foreigners scattered over the
are stiff and uncompromising in their whom harsh cathartics, salt waters card with your name and address on area
tributary to Lucerne, Interlaken
laloofness at the top of the head.
and Zurich. Yet many hotels over LONDON TO
pills, etc., are distressing. In fact, in it will do.
HONOR FRANKLIN
there went into bankruptcy.
But they are imperishable until
"Paris has been woefully dirty all
someone cracks the crown or smashes ble, too, and let out their waists to toned with six.,. This year they are
the season. They don't begin to keep Movement to Set Up Statue of Philosoin the. sides. Yes, they are imperish- normal proportions!
shrinking down to five.
pher In Chapel Where He
the
as is
streets in as
able. One has only to look at the
The trousers are short and narrow
The buttons on sleeve and waistcoat done in New York.good condition
Worked as Printer.
I believe that
Why,
one of two years ago and the "lat-- ' a few pairs even slit. The shortness this year there, next year two and without
any exaggeration the Place
Few London people would connect
est" for this year to realize that they of trousers reminds one of pictures of vice versa, the cuffs on shirts, the Vendome must have in it 1,000 holes,
sometimes last too long. The newest inferior garments after washing, which height of heel, the color of hose worn which would break the leg of any romance with the name of Benjamin
ranklin, but there Is a chance that ha
for this year Is only four or five in- are compared with the Wooltex or
oh, of course these are small mat horse that would step Into one, and
may be commemorated in the most ro
that
the
only
practically
thoroughfares
ches high and has a wide brim. It's
ters, but the
dresser takes
mantic of England's few medieval
in New York now, and Kansas City
We thought the styles of shirts note of them, that is a sure thing, go to make up the Grand boulevard churches, St
Bartholomew's, Smith--j
In good condition."
are
will get it sooner or later.
were too cay several years ago to lent' a man conspicuous if he wears
field.
The silk hat? Observe the bell last. By comparison they were anae- stiff, attachable cuffs? Nearly as PUPILS UNDERGO ODD TUITION
Some one has discovered from the
crown and curling brim of a few years mic to a degree. View a collection of much so as if he wears bulldog toeB
parish rate books that he once worked
at the case In an office housed in his
ago and the drooping brim and taper- the broad Btripes, the crepe de chine on his shoes.
Peculiar Schools In Europe for the
day in the Lady Chapel of the church.
What ds his lordship going to do
in brilliant pink, canary,
ing crown of today.
What
of
Called
Be
Might
Teaching
Franklin records that he was em
are
a
doubter.
with the variegated socks in which he
"Trades."
Evening clothes. They're almost and lavender, If you
ployed on setting up the second edimonotonous they are so unchanging.
Then seek the neckties but you invested last year? The dernier crl
In St. Petersburg there is an Insti tion of Woolaston's "Religion of NaNow we are arriving at some
fine vdll not be obliged to; they'll seek Is that he will be limited to black and
where young men training for ture" and in that book there is a
tution
points. You see men buy an evening you. They fly out at you and biff you white.
service as police make a special study quaint little engraving showing the
Watch chains wander up and down of the tools
suit, and there's an end to it.
right on the eyeball. Stripes three
used by professional top floor of the factory with the comThey do? Look into the closet inches wide. One neat little thing is all over the chest and waistcoat. Co- thieves. There Is a class devoted sole positors' racks.
The post3 of these racks were still
where he keeps hia best and take the made of a large amount of silk in yel llars display the Adam's apple one year ly to the study of forgery, with par
sheet or cover off. Maybe he had low and purple. Polka dots as large the next they are locked and barred, tlcular reference to the falsifying ol there In 1885 before the Lady Chapel
was cleared of Its workaday fittings
And on and on and on, ad Infinitum, signatures on passports.
'em made two or three years ago. May- as a nickel of different colors on some
and prepared for worship again.
school
Carlo
Monte
At
a
for
croup
be more. Has the coat padded shoul-- ties remind one of the cubist animals runs the cronlcle of the latest fan
In the wall over the Lady Chapel
conducted.
Is
lers
sum
the
During
ders? Are the trousers wide peg top? on the Joke page. Checks in some cies, fads and fashions of the sensible
mer months aspirants for the office oi altar (and in Franklin's day actually
Is there a seam across the waist in knitted ties are two inches long and sex.
croupier learn the operations of the in the printing room) are five tall
front? Are the lapels stiff? Is the one wde. They are not satisfied with
gaming tables. Each pupil must, from niches, probably filled with figures ol
waistcoat rounded or straight across, two colors. They are ambitious to
time to time, while others are im- saints before the Reformation. It is
the bottom? Is the coat without a compete with the rainbow and the ka FALLING HAIR
personating players and making wa- now proposed to commemorate Frank
gers, conduct the game and learn how lin by placing one or more "female
small turnback cuff? Are the hard leidoscope.
One check will be of
Instantly to pay out the winning saints" In these niches.
boiled shirts to go with It? Is there mixed green and blue, its neighbor
IS ACTIVE stakes.
Six months' tuition is genera watch fob or chain and diamond or will mix up cerise and black, next to
Poor, But Proud.
ally necessary.'
ipearl studs? Are the socks black? Is that will be white and blue and still
A lady who is a district visitor be
In Brussels there la a school foi
hta collar open at the front? Is his next door gray and tango.
SAVE YOUR HAIRl GET A 25 CENT the Instruction of grave diggers. All came much interested in a very pool
tie ready bowed up?
candidates for appointment as sextons but apparently respectable Irish fam
There are almost as many of the ar
BOTTLE OF DANDERINE
Jf any of these 'garments is left ticles In men's clothes named for the
throughout Belgium must pass an ex- ily named Curran living on the top
RIGHT NOW
amination at this school before they noor of a great building In a slum dis
on bis evening clothes he might as dance as In women's. Ties, shoes.
Thin, brittle, colorless and scraggy can obtain
employment as grave dig- trlct of her parish.
well put on hia slippers and get a shirts, sashes, hats, garters, belts.
hair is mute evidence of a neglected gers.
Every time she visited the Cnrrans
soft
hat
little
amiable
to
Even the
magazine. He'll simply have
stay
she was annoyed by the staring and
scalp; of dandruff that awful scurf.
at home.
that adapts itself to so many twists
There is nothing eo destructive to
the whispering of the other women
Hawk Swooped on Hunter.
No skin-tigA large hawk attacked J. S. Spicei living in the building. One day she
evening clothes no and turns and angles is subject to un the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair
vening festivities for him.
expected changes. The round Willie-bo- of its lustre, its strength and its very of Fredericksburg, Va., while he was said to Mrs. Curran:
'Your neighbors seem very curious
Next to the fit of his ekin they must
telescoped crown of a year or two life; eventually producing a feverish- - hunting wild turkeys In Spotsylvania
county. While hidden In a brush pile to know who and what I am and the
fit him tighter than any garment he's back looks about as smart now as a ness. and
itching of the. scalp, which and undergrowth, Spicer commenced nature of my business with
you."
ever worn. Soft shoulders, lapels, Merry Widow hat on a woman. The if not remedied causes the hair roots
Soon a huge hawk
They do," acquiesced Mrs. Curran.
pointed waistcoats in striped or tuck- present soft hat Is drooping as to brim to shrink, loosen and die then the calling turkeys.
"Do
tree
alighted on the limb of a
nearby.
they ask you about Itt"
er crepe or satin, mushroom tucked and has a long, deep
"Indade they do, ma'am."
hair falls out fast A little Danderlne While Spicer was waiting for the bird
shirt and dainty white silk socks, a dimple In the crown.
"And do you tell themr
tonight now any (time will eurely to turn, so as to. become a favorable
tango sash, maybe. The coat must
But this is not enough1 of the detail save, your hair.
target, the bird suddenly dived toward
"Faith, thin, Oi do not"
him. Before the hunter could fire the
be
"What
do you tell themr
of the raiment of the sensible sex to
Knowlton's
of
bottle
Get a
"Oi Just tell thlm," was the calm re
hawk was upon him. Spicer threw up
Possibly there are few who will adequately describe hia appeaarnce.
Danderine from any drug store or his left hand
to guard his face, and ply, "that ye are me dressmaker, an'
ever wear the navy Iblue evening
He would be hopelessly out of the toilet counter, and after the first apthe hawk's talons pierce his handa let it go at that" Pittsburgh Chroniclothes that are being exploited some world If he didn't know that every
plication your hair will take on, that Spicer Boon bore the hawk to the cle Telegraph.
in Londont now. But they are being garment must be adjusted to the pro
life, lustre and luxuriance which is bo ground, and, getting his knife from his
"worn.
per hang and angle. The hat sets beautiful. It will become-- wavy and pocket with his free hand, cut the
Washington's Return Horn.
Of course, men's day clothes seem back on the head Just as if he were
On December 4, 1783, Washington
In the hawk's legs, in this
fluffy andi have the appearance of leaders
condition he succeeded In bringing It bade farewell to his officers in New
asy enough, just kind of sacque, in out for a holiday and didn't care
abundance; 'an incomparable gloss to
browns or grays or mixtures. The whoop. His chest must cave just as andi
Fredericksburg alive. It is sup- York and rowed across the Hudson to
will
what
but
softness,
please
hawk saw only Spicer's New Jersey, thence proceeding to
coats, however, flare quite a little
If he were going to cough or his coat you most will bo after Ju"St a few posed the
the brush, and thought Philadelphia. There he handed to the
eyes
through
do
now.
here
that is, they
But there won't hang right His gloves should weeks' use,? when you will actually him a rabbit or other
prey.
proper officers a statement of the
are rumors (would you believe It?
look as If he jumped Into them and see a lot Qi fine, downy hair new
money he had spent out of his own
rumors about men's styles fitting by they must Ibe violently, hysterically hair
to Royalty.
InhospltabI
pocket after he took command of the
growing all over the scalp.
Ia the course of army maneuvers army more than eight years before in
quickly), that they are coming in at yellow.
Adv.
in a country district Prince Arthur of Cambridge. The amount was $64,315.
the bottom. The coats are all still Waistcoats bob up and down at the
Connaught and some brother officers Tor his services during that time he
quite squeezed looking in the waist neclv, sometimes they nearly conceal
The Forty Year Test
lunched on top of a haystack. Pres- refused any pay. When he reached
Just as women have grown so sen&I- - the tie. Last year they were but
An article must have exceptional
the fanner appeared and forc Annapolis, where congress was sitmerit to survive for a period of forty ently
hia opinions on the ting, he resigned as commander in
ibly
expressed
years. Cbamoeriains uougn Kemeay subject of his
haystack being used as chief of the army, and proceeded to
was first offered to the public In 1872.
An orderly hurried up Mt Vernon, where he had been but
From a small beginning it has grown a messroom.
in favor and popularity until it has and explained who the officers were. once during the eight years and a halt
attained a world wide reputation. You and he added that one of them was
will find nothing better for a cough or Prince Arthur, King George's cousin.
Lawyers' Favoritt Indoor Sport.
cold. Try It and you will understand The indignant farmer flatly refused to
"As to the question of good faith
i.
"
i
why It ia a favorite after a period of believe him. "Anyway, prince or no that has been raised here, that has no
more than forty years. It not only prince, they've got to come oil my bearing whatever," declared one of the
it cures. For sale toy ail stack," he declared, and, turning to lawyers for the "taxpayers" who are
gives relief
.
How many hospital patients, sufferthe amused officers, he added: "Dash trying to enjoin the Hyde case prose-i- t
writes "D. D. I. is superior to any-ev- dealers.--Advthins I have
ing the irlshtful itch, the raw scorchifound. Soft and
all, from the looks of you, the next cution. And possibly he
correct- ng1 pain of skin disease, have been
a
soothing, yet
powerful agent"
PHILADELPHIA DOG SHOW OPENS thing you'd do with the stack would ly. More and mors thespoke
eoothed to sleep by a soothlnsr fluid
of
eiement
To
do
D.
the work,
D. D. Prescrip'Washed in by the nurse's bands?
thart be to eat It!
Philadelphia, M
tion must be
"good faith" Is ceasing to be a factor.
to
"
accordingThat fluid la the famous IX D. D. directions givenapplied
In the
one thousand dogs of aristocratic
Many attorneys regard the administraprescription for eczema.
around every bottle. Follow pamphlet
these dition of law as an Indoor sport-- -a duel
Kindergarten In Hotel.
Mrth and long pedigrees held court in
THE B0KEKVI3IH9 RUB SB of one rections and seel
In New York of wits between Artemas Quibble and
Vanderbiit
hotel
The
f our prominent Catholic institutions
tbe
hall
Horticultural
openat
And
it
today
certainly takes p.way the itch
),
(name of nurse and institute on
has an Idea for the benefit of Its guests Erasmus K. Snitch, Kansas City Star.
once the moment the liquid la apwrites
a patient. at
ing of the third annual bench show of who have children which
The disease hadregarding
plied. The skin is soothed calmed
eaten her eyebrows
might well
of
he
Kennel
The
Club
Philadelphia.
awny. Her nose and lips had become so thoroughly refreshed delightfully
be copied by other hotel3. A kinderFixed Furniture.
cooled.
V).
Since
use of
D. 1.
disfigured.
pick of the prize winners at the re- garten has been established under a
It Is now considered desirable to
ler eyebrows are the
All druggists of standing have the
srrowintr, her nose
cent
New
in
ehows
end face have assumed their natural
and
Boston
York
famous specific as well as the efficient
trained teacher, Ming Montesorr! and have much of the furniture built ia to
D. D. D. Bkin Boap.
expression,"
were included in, the display. The other methods.
There are toys of ave buying. This also preserves a
How many eczema sufferers are paywe are so confident of the upf.
But
of exhibits and award of every description to keep the young- consistent decorative scheme. In th
ing their doctors for regular treatjudging
of
we
its
this
that
will
prescription
ment and are beirnr treated with this
refund the purchase price of the first prizes began soon after the opening sters amused, and In tbe meantime
cnRtruction of houses brick is given
name soothing-- healing fluid?
full size bottle if It fails to reach
J3. GEO. T, S.ICHA.BJJSOSr frankly your
case. You alone are to jude.today and will be continued until tbe they may be learning something worth renewed consideration becav.se of ita
while.
excellent, docorativ possibilities.
K. D. GOODALL.
show ends Thursday night.
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nd colds, often ieriously
ulteft Hie
Iiiuks.
If you have not found any
from the treBtment you lime
tried, investigate tbe mauy rsporu dhow-lbeueilin, and, in numerous eusw,
complete recoveries, brought about by tbe
use of Erkuisna Alterative.
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SIGNAL HONOR FOR GOETHALS
New York, March 3. Arrangements
were completed today for the public
presentation of the Civic Forum medal
to Colonel George W. Goethals in Car-

negie hall tomorrow night. Because
the building of tbe Panama canal Is
regarded as the greatest feat of engineering ever attempre by any man
there seemed to be only one opinion
in regard to Colonel Goesthals as the
person who should have the honor of
receiving the first medal awarded by
the Civic Fo.rum for distinguished
public service. Joseph H. Choate has
accepted an Invitation to preside at
the presentation ceremonies and It is
expected that Governor Glynn, Mayor
Mitchel, General Leonard Wood and
a large number of other notables will
be in attendance.
"Health Warning" for March
March is a trying month for the
very young and for elderly people.
Croup, bronchial colds, larippe and
pneumonia are to be) feared and avoided. Foley's Honey and Tar Js a great
family medicine that will quickly stop
a cough, check the progress of a coul
and relieve inflamed and congested
air passages. It is safe, pure ana al
ways reliable. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Special

OHIO RETAIL SHOE DEALERS
Cincinnati, March 3. The annual

convention of the Ohio Retail Shoe
Dealers' association was opened in
this city today and will be continued
until Friday. Several hundred promi
nent representatives of the trade from
all over the state are attending the
convention.

Just Right for Backache and

Rheumatism
Foley Kidney Pills are so thorough
ly effective for backache, rheumatism,
swollen and aching Joints, kidney and
bladder ailments that they are recommended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
McGrew1, Nebr., says:
"My druggist
recommended Foley Kidney Pills for
pains in my back, and before I finish
ed one bottle, my old trouble entirely
disappeared."

SOCORRO COUNTY STOCKMAN
SAYS GROWERS ARE SURE
TO MAKE MONEY

Albuquerque, March 3. "I bava
never seen the outlook for New Mexico sheep growers better at this time
Ot the year than it is right now,"
was the comprehensive statement
made to a reporter last night by W.
S. Fullerton of Datil, Socorro county,
whose experience in the live stock
business In New Mexico ewers a
quarter of a century.
"It has been a peculiar year," sal$
Mr. Fullerton. "Stock men went into the winter with fearg and trembling. The summer had been unusually
dry and there was little moisture la
the fall. A tight winter would hav
caused serious losses. We expected
losses any way. We were due for
heavy ones in the opinion of nearly
all growers. But the winter is gone,
and save for one severe snow storm
in northern New Mexico where soma
losses occurred, we have had practically no losses on the range worthy oC
note. We have beeji exceptionally
lucky. It is true that New Mexico
sheep growers are giving closer attention to their herds than In year
past We are learning how to conduct
the sheep business, and losses will be
less and less heavy as we advance ina.
our methods. Bait we can consider
ourselves fortunate in having come
through the winter just past in such.
excelent shape. A little rain wouliii
not hurt the range now, and I. expect
we will have it. We are due for at
good year.
"So far as market conditions ara '
concerned, we have nothing to complain of. There has been an
for wool, with very little
available. The shortage in Europe
and the firm prices there have helped,
us out, but the price has held firm
right through the winter. Now wool
is being contracted at from 12 to It
cents around Magdalena. The highest price on contract of which I know-ione sale at Magdalena which Is at
14 cents. But this Is pretty good. It)
is safe to predict that there will be
no drop in the wool market until mid- -'
summer and we look for little falling
off in the price even when stocks are.
full. '
"The lambing season just aheaft
should be a good one for the grower
In our section.
We have plenty of
grass over most of the range, although I understand there are some
sections of the state whera grasa i
scarce and where the lambing1 seaaoa
ia something of a problem. With a
good, or even an average lamb cro;.
the sheep men of New Mexico wiia
have one of the best years ia tbeirt
t
Tristory."
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These percolators produce coffee that at once appeals to all lovers of good coffee because they extract
only the delicate aroma and delightful flavor of the bean.
Coffee thus made is harmless, because it contains a
minimum of caffein or other ingredients that make ordinary

cofFee

harmful to many people.

Delicious Coffee ia Nine Minutes
When attached to any convenient electric light
socket these percolators are ready for instant service.
They are safe, clean, convenient and reliable.
The presence of an electric percolator on an?
table adds that touch of "sonctl iran I
china
"something better" in kerpl.-- i vi h IlaviV-and Sterling silverware.
Come in
aad see our t y 3"Tl x;.t styles
and s'zvs.
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DEST POSSIOLE

Bead this case:
years.
Convent ot Bt. Anne, Banforii, Fla.
i.entlemen: Ia February, 1911, four
doctors examined my throat and pronounced the necessity of an operation.
Having heard at I'eeiiskill, N. V., Moth-erhouof the Sisters ot Bt.
where I was visiting, of Eckman'g Francis,
Alterative, I determined as a last resort to try
H After taking four or Ave bottles
large
pieces of diseased tissue came
I
continued the Alterative, to my away
grateful
and dally relief.
In ten months I wa
restored to perfect health. I would be
glad to write or talk to any person who
may have a doubt about it. I would like
them to see and hear from my own Hps,
tf they ro desire, ail I would say of It."
(Signed) MOTHEK M. STANISLAUS.
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Kckmnn's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be moat efflcacloua
for severe Thront and Lung Affections,
Hrnr.i hltla pp....niiioi
DLUIiiium
amuiua,
Colds and ...uiittiini
in unbuilding
th
svatom.
outnins no narcotics, poisons or habit-rormln- g
Ask for booklet telling
drugs.
of recoveries,
and write to Eckmaii
Laboratory,
Philadelphia,
Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading
drugslats

anu E.

it

D

Tells ci Recovery
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et rid of the woman's husband bo
that they could marry. In accordance
with this plan I'lew attempted the
murder at the Wakefield home on
June 22, but was unsuccessful. He
A Duty that Every Man Owes to Those then induced his
intended victim,
who Perpetuate the Race.
whom he had partially drugged, to go
walking with him, finally Reading him
to, an unirequentd spot In the woods,
where he shot and stabbed him to
death, and then tied some shoestrings
about his neck and a stump to give THE PRECIPITATION
WAS CONthe Indication of suicide.
SIDERABLY UNDER THE NOR-- ;

ment of justice at Washington writes
to Governor McDonald
as follows:
"The special asent in charge 1ms been
advised that these mutters seem to
ESTABLISHED 1879.
be more directly within the penal provisions of the state than of the federal
laws.'Following are some of the
Publihed by
matters
CO.
chalked
PUBLISHING
OPTIC
up against Salazar in
JHE
Luna county, New Mexico, which he
(Incorporated.)
will have to answer for in the New
Mexico courts:
-- Editor.
. M. PADGETT
Robert L. Barnes, special agent in
charge, tells of the Third cavalry under Major Sedwiek Rice exchanging
occasions
"shots cm four different
with the 'red flaggera' under the comOn
Entered at the postoffice at East mand of General Ynez Salazar.
sent
detacha
Salazar
one
occasion
fas Vegas, New Mexico, for
men into American territhrough the United States ment of his
rounded
and
up about 12 hourses
tory
trails SB second class matter.
belonging to the Diamoud A ranch, of
which Walter Burchfield is manager,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
and located west of Columbus, N. M.
Daily, by Carrier
Salazar's detachment , encountered
-,
I .05 some United States soldiers with
arjr Copy
.15 whom
pas Week
they exchanged shots and suc.65 ceeded in
pus Month
taking these horses across
7.50 the international line
tme Year
into Mexico.
Daily, by Mall
United States army officers and num$6.00 erous other witnesses later saw the
gSne year (in advance).
3.00 same
mx Months (in advance)
horses in the possession of Sala7.50
Due Year (in arrears)
zar's men and talked with him, sug3.75
glx Months (in arrears)
returned to the
gesting that they-.brightful owners, which he declined to
?

DAILY OPTfC

LI

I

-

One Year
mx Months

"Mother's KVlend" at any drug store at
$1.00, and it will be the best dollar's worth,
you iver obtained. It preserves the moth,
fir's lealth, enables her to make a quick
and complete recovery, and thus with renewed strength she will eoserly devote
herself to the care and attention which
mean so much to the welfare of the child.
Write to the Bradfleld1 Regulator Co., 129
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., for their valuable and Instructive book of guidance for
txpc,tant mothcrR. Get a bottle of Mother's "rlend

'!

do.
On another occasion a detachment
of Salazar's men invaded American

$2.00
1.00

territory and secured some cattle
which were to he butchered for his
soldiers. Shots1 4w ere exheanged on
this occasion also between Salazar's
soldiers and the United States troops.
Thereafter,on one or two other occasions shot3 were exchanged between
United States soldiers and Salazar's
men. Major Rice has in his posses
sion numerous reports of the officers
commanding the troops under his direction from whom evidence may be
secured to show that Salaaar's men
came into American territory and en
deavored to secure possession of American property and that they resisted
the efforts of the American soldiers
to protect said property, by force of
arms.

(Cash In Advance for Mall

Subscriptions)
Remit by check, draft or money
rder. If sent otherwise we will not
fee responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
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shelves," Lining the hack of each
"shelf" will be giant plates, 20 feet
in diameter. On one shelf visitors
ma!y dance 'Over a huge "plate" 150
feet in diameter. Tables will surround this dance floor and will fill
The other members of the cast were the space of other "shelves" and rehandicapped by their parts.
freshments and meals will be served.
The setting of the play is in New
York. Beu Adams, a clerk in the YOU CAN'T EARN MONEY
house of Mr. Burks, a diamond mei
WHEN YOU'RE LAID UP
chant, has taken several thousand dol- There are a lot of people In this
rswprth of stones from the stock town who cannot afford to be sick.
&:a,pa,y,73,ca tnem, using tne money Perhaps none of you feel that you can,
where he meets with but
in
certainly some or you can't, for
a total loss. Mr. Burks is In love with as soon as
you are sick, your wages
Ben's sister and as the love is not stop and worry and debts begin to
returned he seeks to win her by foul
pile up. The sensible thing for you
means. He tells her that if she will to
do, as soon as you feel
live with him he will drop the case and worn
out, no matter what the
against her brother and make them cause, is to take something just as
rich. As she is a poor sculptor, work
quick as you, can to build up strength
ing solely for the government award and health. .Make yourself more comfor the best work in her line, she is fortable and
provide against serious
compelled to depend, on her family sickness.
for a livelihood. When they discover
We don't believe there is any other
the fact that if she yields to Burks all medicine made that will do as much
will become rich, they do everything
towards saving your health and thus
in their power to bring about this
you to save your money as
consummation. Len Miller, a race helping
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion. It is a
track sport, has captured the affec medicine that
gets rignt at the trouble
tions of Jane Adams and he works and relieves it by
toning the nerves,
against Burks,
and giving new
the
blood,
enriching
When Miss Adams agrees to Burks'
strength and health to the whole body.
terms ho places ber family in good It doesn't do this
by means of alcohol
circumstances, though Bhe puts off the or
drags, because it condate at which she will go to him.
tains none. Its strength and health-givin- g
When the' draymen, who are taking
power Is due to pure Olive Oil
her statue from her studio,- start to and the Hypophoaphrtes, long endorslift it they drop It and spoil all her ed
by successful physicians, the one
work.- Consequently she falls to make
for its food value, the other for its
the money she hoped for and goes to tonic value.
Here, for the first time,
Burks to keep her agreement. Dur
they are combined, and the result is
ing her interview she tells him that a real nerve, blood and
he is not a man'. In endeavoring to medicine a real
streugthener that we
prove that he Is, he presents 'Len are
proud to tell you about You don't
Miller with a check for all his .hold
need to hesitate In using it, because
ings in a certain proposition that he if it doesn't do all we say It will and
has control of, and the receipt for the
satisfy you In every way, it will cost
stock he gives to Miss Adams, who
you nothing. If it doesn't make you
escapes unscathed and everybody Is strong and well again, come back and
,'."
happy.
',
get your money. It will be given to
you without word or question. Sold
more than 1,000 Rexall
only
IF HEADAClir, D1ZZV,
Stores, and 4h this town only by us.
corner Sixth
$1.00. E. G. Murphey,
Las Vegas,
East
and
Streets,
Douglas
"CASCAOETS"
ILIOUS,
run-dow- n

of

city from Santa Fe. a complete type
written transcript- or the notes of the
latest Texas-New- "
Mexico boundary
The Santa Fe has made good its survey, completed Hinder the direction
and now it is'up to Las Vegas and supervision of Commissioner
.
do the same. Business men and Cockrell of Missouri. This survey is
H.oostera always have maintained that also In conflict, with . New Mexico's
Bi the Montezuma hotel property at contention regarding;
the boundary
'
I lie Hot Springs were released from marked at present
Rio Grande,
r
control it could he used for which New sMexlca contends should
'
benefit of the city and the resort be the foed'W the RW Grande 60 years
ld be made to flourish as In days ago. A newspaper, dispatch, from San
f;tne by. The Santa Fe always has ta Fe ays:
maintained lta willingness to give the iTliat :Wfew ;Mj$ftyj( fteonfcention, is
liotel and grounds to any person or correct was prpugur; .out by the testiInstitution that would use them for mony of f County gueyor C. L..Post
the good of the community, and when of Las Cfrfif wftoj finder 'drift sand
the Y. M, C. A. was recommended by and mesqui'fottnd a buried monuthe boosters, the railroad made out the ment marking the boundary 50 years
deed to the association as soon as the ago. The: discovery was most opporf
necessary legal formalities could be tune. The toKW 44 the. pjd field notes
ia described, as 1500 tfest east of the
complied with.
The citizens already hare begun Rio Grande; today it la fully two
Their efforts to turn thA hntol tntn n miles east, of the river.- .New Mexico's
will be
community asset by offering It to the gain, If it ;wins
Loyal Order of the Moose for its na- 14,300 acres of ; fertile valleyjr lands
tional tuberculosis sanatorium. Should valued at $3,f 00,000, which would be
the Moose not accept the proposition, quite an addition to the taxable value
etate as well as f Dona Ana
;the citizens should have some other of the
'
i
COUnty.
rplan in reserve. Perhaps the
have
The
been
months
few
past
of the 'bath house ami one of the
Rmaller hotels, with ;an advertislpgj spent hearing the witnesses on?tesi
Mexico side. Including men over;,
campaign which woulddraw people
here from Texas and southern New hundred years old and many nonoger
memory, however,
Mexico during the summer, would narians.iowhose
was ound: to be remarkupon
test;
make a good beginning. As the numbers of visitors increased the attrac ably accurate,;,!,;., incidentally, also,
a f orgojien historical event 1
tions at the resort could he augment- many
out and recorded. The
being
brought
ed,, untiL in time, the big hotel might
witnesses on the Texas, side are still
Hundreds of home folk to be
ie
heard, The dispute is being
would patronize the hot baths.
heard before a commissioner who will
make a transcript of ..the test!mor4y
!
NEW MEXICO'S ACCOUNT and his findings to the United States
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CLEAN YOUR LIVER AND
BOWELS TONIGHT!
FEEL BULLY I '

-

Get a

etet-ullv-

.
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fiOEE OFFENSES ABE

10-ce-

CIMEGEDTO GEORGE

,

U;

i'lTei

Adv.

WASTE-CLOGGE-

:
box now,.
v
itauelilllous! ' You have" ft throb
Mng secsatlon in your head,., a bad
taste In your mouth, your eyes burn,
yourv8kIn is yellow, with, dark Tings
under your eyes; your Hps are parched. No wonder you feel ugly, mean
and
Tour system' la full
of bile not properly t passed off, end
what you need Is a'cTeanlng up inside. Don't continue being a bilious
nuisance to yourself and those who
lave you, and dou't resort to harsh
physics that irritate and injure. Restpreme court New Mexico Is repre- member that most disorders of the
WITH S4XA.ZA.lt
sented by Attorney General Frank W. stomach, liver and bowels are cured
and a number of wpecial agents, bif ' morning with 'e'tftKfc thorough
The state of New Mexico is making Clancy
interpreters.-Bl'pa- sa
and
da&are'ts
Times,
a supreme effort; to equare the, account it has against General Ynez
nd . bowels, . dean,
kieei, SfiBfir?!?
Salazar, who, is spending some time
FiliCE
stomach.
SHE
PAID"
and
,, ysmr Aead clear
:weetpf
at. Fort Bliss, as the guest, of Uncle
'"
take
Children lov
Sam, says the El Paso Times, The
matters which New Mexico has charg- NOT EXTSAGC3D SHOW Cascarels because ; they'' taste good
and never gripe or sicken'. Adv.
'
ed to .the account of General Salazar
occurred in Luna county, which borders on the state of Chihuahua, and THE ACTORS, HANDICAPPED
BY
WAKEFIELD CASE TAKEN UP
Governor McDonald has put himself
THE PLAY, PRESENTED THE
New Haven, Conn.. March 3. The
la touch with' the Luna county officials
PIECE WELL
state supremo court met here today
and is pressing the matter of a set
to hear arguments on the appeal for
tlement with Salazar.
"The Price She Paid" was played at a new trial In the case of Mrs. Bessie
Governor McDonald has received the Duncan opera house last night to
Wakefield, who Is confined in, the
from the department of state at .'Wash- - one of the smallest crowds of the sea state prison at Wethersfleld under
f!rf.oii a letter received from Gover son.
This probably was due to the sentence of death for the. murder of
nor Cofcjuitt of Texas regarding the indications of a storm and also to the her husband. James
flew,, the actual
in making trouble fact that the Lenten season is on.
?' '.'Uy ut
slayer of Wakefield and whose testthe New Mexico border, in which
The play was poor in plot, being imony that the wife was an accomsays: "If these weak in several places. It was through plice led to her conviction, is to bo
'
had t..ken place in Texas the efforts of the company and: Its executed at the Wethersfleld
prison
".r- voi;..i
jroo.'d to enforce the state merits that the play was In any way tomorrow, piew made no appeal for
'
r: i;i ht Fuia'ar and such of his successful." Russell Murdock, as the a new trial. William Wakefield, the
i
t ; ;
ciiii i,: ve been shown ic spoiled brother, was good and played victim of the murder, was slain in the
bis part well. Miss Sylvia Summers Cheshire woods last June. According
participated In these raids."
.ri-(,'the raids into New Me.t-- in the part of Jane Adams, the sculp- to the confession of Plew he and Mrs.
Jt'tl (' V .' tr's door, the depart" tor, played her part in a pleasing way, Wakefield had formed the plan to

'flf

stand in front of
cup
high,
board, which will be entered by passing In through the lower panels of the
enormous door to the bottom "shelf."
Stairways will lead to the higher

'Wall.-street,-

TEXAS.NKW MEXICO
BOUNDARY- DISPUTE
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A NOVEL CONCESSION
Is Just as Important that men should
know of progressive methods In advance of
In
Visitors to the Panama-Pacifi- c
motherhood.
The suffering, pain and distress Incident to child-bearincan be easily ternational exposition in San Fran
avoided by having at hand a bottle of cisco will be given the opportunity of
Mother's Friend.
This is a wonderful, penetrating, exter- eating off the shelves of Mother Hub
nal application that relieves all tension) bard's cupboard. In Frederick Thompupon the muscles anil enables them to expand
concession
without the painful strain upon the ltga son's "Toyland Grown, Up"
meats. Thus there Is avoided all those ner- the famed cupboard, no longer bare,
vous spells ; the tendency to nausea r mornto a height of 80 feet, will
ing sickness Is counteracted, and a bright; and grown
restaurant one
snrmy, happy disposition Is preserved that house a five story
reflects wonderfully upon the character and
to
Mother
each
shelf.
Hubbard,
story
temperament of the little one soon to open
Its eyes In bewilderment at the Joy of his 70 feet high, and her dog, 30 feet
You can obtain a bottle of
arrival.
the
will

It

e

'-

one-thir- d
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n

WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
GROWER

FEBRUARY ABOVE

Csihr's Fried

'

trana-fcateslo-

court erred in ruling that the $200 exemption allowed heads of families in
this state should be deducted from
value
the
of the actual cash
'
of property.
Mr. Grimshaw states that the curi
ous discovery has been made that in
the county of Mora, for instance,
where there are 2,249 taxpayers, there
are 1.416 who pay on a total cash as
sessed valuation of J600 dr less. He
added: "One thousand four hundred
'
and ninety-on- e
persons claim their
in
that coun
taxation
from
exemption
MAL, SAYS HARGROVE
a
this
representa
we
consider
tyand
The month of February was slightly tive county of the state.""
above the average In temperature and
far below it in precipitation. The Chamberlain's Tablets for Constipation
.rmatinniimv Chamberlain's Tab
mean maximum temperature during
take, mild
the month was 5L3 degrees. The lets are excelelnt. Easy to
in effect. Give tnem a tnai.
and
gentle
mean minimum was 19.8 degrees. The
For sale by au aeaiera.
mean temperature for the month, was
35.5 degrees, the normal being 34.3.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
The highest maximum temperature
New
York, March 3. Trading dur
was 62, degrees on the eleventh and
the
morning was on almost as
ing
5
twentieth, and the minimum was
as yesterday. The mar
a
basis
small
degrees on the seventh.
effect of the storm,
the
felt
still
ket
The total precipitation was .13 Inch,
of outwhich is far below the normal, .90 particularly In the curtailment
to the continued
business,
side
owing
Inch. During the month there were
26 fair days and two cloudy.
This interruption of wire communication.
was no large quantity of stocks
speaks well for the climate of Las There
for sale, and although the
pressing
"also
term
shows that the
Vegas and
was downward, the
movement
"The Sunshine State" is correctly ap- early
followed by a re
was
decline
small
plied to this division of thet Union.
These figures were furnished by O. covery. By noon prices were restored
L, Hargrove, volunteer observer at to about a level with yesterday's
close. London selling was largely re
the Normal University.
sponsible for the early recessions.
Bonds were steady.
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
Prices of stocks advanced after
Mothers who value their own commidday with a keen demand for cer
fort and the welfare of their children, tain
specialties. Texas' company im
should never be without a box of
New Haven was offered
proved
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders L,for down' to-- 65 . Its decline checked the
Children, for use throughout the sea general trend upward.
".',''
son. They break up colds, relieve
New Haven made a new low record
feverlshness, constipation, teething at
went off
65, and the whole list continued
headache and stomach
disorders,
Pacific
Canadian
slightly.
tdoubles. Used by mothers for 24
under the 6pell of foreign selling, and
NEVER
POWDERS
years. THESE
lost 1 iajall.
Sold by all drug stores, 25c.
FAIL.
The market closed steady. RealizDon't accept any substitute. Sample
sales showed that the list was vuling
mailed FREE. Address, Allen S
nerable, but bearish operations were
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. Adv.
not aggressively conducted, and recessions were small. Buying for the
short account stopped the decline In
New Haven. The last sales were:
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
73
Amalgamated Copper
i03
Sugar

t

HEAD OF
YOUTHS' REPUBLIC
MADE IMPROPER ADVANCES
TO GIRLS
New York, March 3. William R.
George, founder and former head of
the George, Junior, Republic, at Free-ville- ,
N. Y., was further scored by

the findings of three Informal judges
in a report made public today. The
present investigation was conducted
under the joint auspices of the committee representing the Freeville Inn
stitution and the
of George Junior Republics. It' concerned itself with three caarges, two
of which the judges' sustained; On
'
'd. third a charge'-th'George, was
the father of a' girl's' child a Scotch
verdict 'of "hot proven" was returned.
Tie charges sustained: were that
George had made Improper advances
to a girl citizen and that he went to
another glrTsi room at night and fondled her. ' "'
The judges who passed on, the
charges were Joseph H. Choate, Jr.,
Samuel Seabury, state supreme court
justice, and Miss Lillian. Wald, a social worker. An erroneous report
from Ithaca Sunday night said that
the judges in" this hearing bad ren
dered a decision acquitting George.
National-Associatio-

at

Disordered Kidneys Cause Much
"
i
Miser With pain and miserv by day, sleep- i

disturbing bladder weakness at night,
men and womtired, nervous
en everywhere are glad to know that
Folev Kidnev Pills restore health and
strength, and the regular action of
kidneys and- bladder. O. G. fc'chaeter
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
run-dow- n

We have

many odd
sets of plated silver
and table service
that is first in quali-

r

ty but to

the patterns we will
make

This is an opportunity to secure first
quality plate at

Ask (o See

the Knives
That Will
Cut . . .
After Lent you will

"

i

,
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need meat knives
aain and these can
be sharpened
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Taupert
Jeweler
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Southern "Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United

low-

est prices

.

Reading

attractive
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Santa Fe, March 3. Colonel Jacobo
Chaves, head of the department of in
surance, is smiling today over a check
of $20,504.94, which he made out to
the state treasurer. It represents collections made by Colonel Chaves' de
partment.
The state corporation commission
also turned in checks to the state
treasury today. One was for $1,162,
representing corporation fees collected and the other was for $3,435, in
surance fees.
The state corporation commission
issued certificates of authority to the
International Life Insurance company
of Salt Lake and to the Kansas Cas
ualty and Insurance company of Wichita;, Kaa., allowing them to do business In New Mexico.
.
The New Office
Judge Carpenter denied all respon
sibility for the report published in
an out of town paper that he had
taken a long lease on, offices in Phoe
nix. "She location of the internal
revenue office will be in Phoenix," he
said, "but just where remains to be
seen.
Judge Pope In Albuquerque March 9
Notice has been received at the office of the United States district court
clerk that Judge William H. Pope will
be In Albuquerque Monday, March U
to hold court Judge Pope is expected
back inl Santa Fe about March 15.
Receiver Vigil Assumes Duties
Juan N. Vigil of Taos takes over
the office pf receiver of public monies
at the United States land office today.
The retiring receiver, Benlgno C. Her.
nandez, received the following telegram' last night from Assistant Commissioner Bruce:
"Bonds of successor approved. Deliver to him after close of business
hours today all government property
as previously - instructed."
I Mr. Hernandez stated that-Mr- .
Vigil
had gone out "of the city last night
and probably went to Taos. "I expect
him back today, however," he said,'
"and toy this evening he will take
v
charge of the office."
Mr. Hernandez expects to return to
him home in Tierra Amarllla;, Rio Ar
riba county.
Monthly Schedule'
The monthly schedule of land distri
bution fox February Is being prepared
by the office force of the United
States land office. Work on the schedule was begun this morning Dy Mr.
Fullerton who expects to have it
ready in a couple of days.
'
Brief Is Filed -'
The attorney general today filed in
the supreme court the brief of the
appellant In the case of Jose Maria
Samosa, appellee, vs. Celso Lopez,
treasurer, etc., appellant in the appeal
from the judgment of the district
court of Santa Fe 'county. The brief
was Written by Ira "iL Grimshaw, assistant attorney general. This Is the
famous $200 exemption case, the attorney general arguing that the lower

tlean up
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRABE
Chicago, March 3. Wheat prices
hardened today in sympathy with an
upturn at Liverpool and because of

continued reports of crop damage
west and southwest of here. Complaints of winter killing 'came chiefly
from Missouri, Nebraska and Kansas.
However, the injury has not been important, and (he crop as a whole Is
entering springj with, the best promise
in many years. Quotations started,. a
shade to
y cent up, and made a
further gain, but then began to react
Activity by bulla lifted corn. The
advance, though, brought out much
commission selling on resting orders
The opening figures, which varied
from
cent lower to a sixteenth,
were followed by a moderate rise all
'
around.
Oats, like other grains, went higher.
The principal buying was for the lead.
ing bull Interest in corn.
Strength In the hog market carried
provisions upgrade. First sales were
2
to 15 cents above last night, and
there atf'a suibsequeSnt further ascent.
T,he closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 93; July 88.
Corn, May 67; July5 66.
Oata, May 40; July': 40.
Pork, May $21.35; July 121.45.
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Ribs, May

,

$11.37';' ?uly$tf.

Lard, May $10.57
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Follow the Correct Filing
of a COSSARD CORSET
"

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
re
Kansas City, March
ceipts 14,000. Market' 5 to 10 cents
higher. Bulk $8.358.'60; heavy $8.50
8.65; packers and! butchers $8. 40'
8.60; lights $8.308.55; pigs $t.50
.-Hogs,

';

;"-

?

!
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Beauty follows, because the
foundation of Beauty Is per-fehealth. Our observations
. convince us, that, the women.
who wear Gob sard , Corsets
J.
enjoy good health. ...

,

The models shown above
are but two of the dis'
of
tinguished
family
original Gossard front- Both
lacing eorsetv
are sold by us and are;
worn by the most par
ticular women.

calves $6.5011.
Sheep, receipts 9,000. Market Btea- dy. Lamba $77.60; yearlirtgs $6(9)
6.75; wethers $5.255.75; ewes $5(1
'"

"'"'''.''

5.50.

-

NOTICE TO ALL WHOM IT MAY
'
'
CONCERN

Notice is hereby given to all whom
It may concern, that the undersigned
were on the 24th day of February, A.
D. 1914, appointed executors of the

last will and testament of Pompillo
BttccL deceased.

-

AU persons having claims against
the estate of said deceased must present them within the time prescribed
by law.

HERMAN HILGERS .
NICHOLAS IIILCEES,

'

Health because Gcmaxfr, cor- sets give correct abdominal
support, a natural waist and
and a back line true to nature.
et

'

Cattle, receipts .SM Market steady
10 cents higher. Prime fed 'steers
$$:509.30; dressed toeef steers $7.25
'
5.50; western steers $78.60;: south
ern steers' $6.50(7.75; cows $4.25
775; heifers" $6. 759'; 'stackers and
feeders $6.25,7.90; bulls $67.50;

T'

and Beauty

JtilyflO.77.

8.

h-

Regardless of the price you
pay for any Gossard Corset,
you are assured of complete
wearing satisfaction. Added
to this you may have health.
and beauty.
Various model
from, at 2.00,
$5.00.'

.

to
$3.50

choose
and

4,

For Sale by

Badursch Bros,

LAS VEGAS

FATHER

PERSONALS
J. S. Nelson of Mineral Hill was a
tmslness visitor today.
R. A. Parish, of La Junta Is in town
on a short business visit.
P. A. Sullivan of St Louis came In
thts afternoon from Trinidad.
C. C. Davis of Raton is a visitor in
this city. Mr. Davis is hero on business.
Simon Wiles of the Andres Gerkins
company was a business visitor here
today.
W. C. Howard of Trinidad came In
last night and was a business visitor
here thi morning.
Ed Bejlviede left this afternoon for
Raton. He has been a visitor in this
city for the past few days.
J Montoty-- of Gallegos was a business visitor In town today. Mr. Mon-toy- a
Is a prominent ranchman of this
county.
J. A. Miller of Albuquerque was a
business visitor here today. Mr. Miller is one of Albuquerque's prominent
i
attorneys.
M. C.MoClure of soeorro came in
from that place last night. Mr.
Is one of Socorro's prominent
business men.
E. T. Murphy, a Santa Fe employe
at Shoemaker, .came In this afternoon
and will be;insthis city for a few
days on business.
Ramon Gutierrez of Las Ventanas
was In town today from his ranch.
He stated that the prospects for a
large crop this year are good.
A. C. Fitch, the New. Mexico representative for the Moses Milling company of Hutchinson'Kas., was in
town today visiting tlie trade.
O. W. Seyffert, of the Kepper-Thom-a- s
Company of Cincinnati, left this
He has
afternoon for Albuquerque.
been in this city for the past week
visiting the trade.
George Starr returned this after-jioofrom Denver where he has been
visiting friends for the past two
weeks. Mr. Starr is employed by the
Bismarck restaurant.
Miss Bertha Thomasson of Birmingham, Ala., who has been visiting
friends in this city for the past week,
left last evening for Rowe, where she
will visit her sister.
a

'
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ANOTHER BIG TOURNAMENT

The second series of boxball games
between St. George, Kas., and the Las
Vegas Y. M. C. A. will be begun tonight . The series will be decided on
the basis of games played rather than
total pins. The same team that played in the other series will represent
Las Vegas. The manager of the Kansas team says that in terms of at
tendance and cash returns the tele
graph games have been the biggest
thing that ever struck his town. Over
400 people viewed the last match when
Vegas won the series. The series
will be decided on the basis of the
best four out of seven games.
BUILDERS

WERE TO BLAME

Boston, March 3.-- Responsibility
lor the wreck of the tank steamer Ok
lahoma, which broke In two off the
coast of New Jersey on- January 4,
with the los of 26 lives, Is placed
wholly on the failure to put in force
a legal provision that would control
and standardize the construction of
steani vessels. The report of the federal Inspectors was tiled here today.
-

(

The

stands"""

Bridgeport, Conn., March 3. Judge
Joseph P. Tuttle, in the crimlnal supreme court, today overruled the mo
tion on the plea to the Jurisdiction and
the motion to vacate the warrant for
thp arrest of Charles S. Mellen, for
mer presldan:sfthe New Haven rail1
load. Mr. Mellen is charged with
manslaughter in connection with the
Westport wreck on October 13, 1912.
CATTLEMEN MEET
Oklahoma City, Okla, March 3.
s
Hundreds of cattlemen from all
of the wes began arriving here
today for 'the convention' of the7 Panhandle Southwestern Stockmen's ' as'
sociation, which will continue three
days. The association has a membership of 871. it is estimated, its mem-bej-- a
handle about', l,OQ0,OQ. he&i of
cattle a year.'
.

sec-ion-

'
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ALEXIUS ENGLAND NOT TO THE

CON-

,

Budapest Hungary, March 3 Sentence was pronounced today on 32
Ruthenlans charged with inciting rebellion against the
'
government. The principal prisoner,
Father Alexius, a Russian monk from
Mount. Athes, was condemned to four
and a half years' imprisonment He
was said to be the leader of the movement and was alleged to have carried
on tlie propaganda under the guise of
efforts to convert the, Ruthenian peasantry to the Russian faith.
Tlie movement was said to have
been financed, in Russia. The other
31 convicted persons were sentenced
to terms ranging from six "months to
two and a half years. Twenty-thre- e
others wore acquitted. Evidence was
given in the course of. the trial to the
effect that (it was Russia's intention
eventually to absorb a great part of
Austro-Hungaria-

n

'

Hungary.

''

Foley Cathartic, tablets' are entirely

American citizen, reported from Chihuahua, did not remove, however, the
gravity of the situation as viewed by
the United States.
v
No definite word had been received
from General Carranza up to the time
of the cabinet meeting as to what the
rebel chief Intended to do about the
killing of Bauch, the investigation of
Benton's death and the denial of the
right of the United States to solicit
protection for foreigners generally.
Friends of Carranza here .had telegrams saying the constitutionalist cabinet was In, session considering all
phases of the situation and that there
was a hope for a satisfactory outcome.
When tlie cabinet meeting ended
there were ' no announcements. Sir
Edward Grey's statement was spoken
of by some;cabinet members as "high
minded" and It was apparent that the
declaration was generally pleasing.
Secretary Bryan said the state department had little information about
the reported killing of Bauch.
'

effective, thoroughly cleansing and alInvestigation Still Delayed
ways pleasant In action. They contain
El Paso, Tex., March 3. A member
blue flag, are a remedy for constipa
tion and sluggish liver, and a tonlo to of the Benton commission today exthe bowels, which are improved, hi', posed the opinion that the investiga-tprs'tieVe- r
their use. Try them. They do not
would go to Chihuahua to
fail to give relief and satisfaction. O.
of the slain Scotchman.
the
view
body
G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug
"This is my personal opinion," he
Store. Adv.
said, "and is not based on official information. Benton was killed February 17, and this is the third of March.
The body must be in such condition
or
by this time that any wound
wounds in the flesh would be obli-

LIQUOR CAN'T BE

SENT TO TEXAS

terated."
Tlie commission was still marking
heYe today pending the outcome
time
C O. D. SHIPMENTS ARE FORBID- of
negotiations with General Carranza.
DEN UNDER LAW JUST DEMarion
Letcher, consul at ChihuaCLARED VALID
hua, who came here yesterday, may
return to his post ahead of the comJefferson City, Mo., March
mission if there is too much delay, as
right of express eompaniies to refuse
accumulates rapidly in the
business
to deliver C. O. D. shipments of li
consulate.
quor into Texas was upheld by the
Federal Troops Defeated
Missouri supreme court'' today.
A
to the Herald from Nog-ale- s
special
The decision of the court was basgives a rebel report that 50 feded on the Texas law prohibiting such
erals were killed and a number of
shipments.'
prisoners taken in a battle at Acuna,
The case was that of Abraham
a liquor dealer of Kansas state of San Luis Potosi, last Sunday.
Francisco Carrera comGeneral
City. He claimed that he had dell'
rebels and the federals
fired shipments of liquor to the Pacific manded the
Colonel Quintana, says
led
were
by
Express company and to the Wells
federal dead include
The
the
report
Fargo company's express for Texas
R. Vargas, Captain
Antonio
Major
Before the shipments were
and Lieutenant
fipints.
Cananle
Gonzales
the Texas law prohibiting such
effective.
shipments became
The express companies"" refused to
Villa Explains Delay
deliver the liquor, but offered to re
Chihuahua, Mex., March 3. General
turn it to Rosenberger. He refused
cleared up the mystery as
to accept It and brought suit for the Villa today
order came ''from which
to
where
the
conversion of property. He won In the
commission as It
Benton
the
halted
lower court.
was about to leave Juarez last Sunday. lt( has been credited both to
him anft to .General Carranza, but
LAV ENFORCEFJENT
Villa said; the" request came; from Car
ranza to him, and he' transmitted It
into an order to the Juarej! garrison.
"Th Benton case and all 'foreign relations are now in the hands of the
supreme chief and will remain there,"
EETING OF ALL CHURCH PEO said General Villa.
IftPLE US CALLED FOR ERfe
i t,ha
j
general said that he intended to
DAY .EVENING - ;
0 ilchucate 40 poor children in the United
States at public expense, owing to the
l As a'
resultj ot; the union service demoralized condition of Mexican
Sunday night at f be First Presbyter- schools.
The bomib dropping aeroian churc, w,hen District Attorney plane and 3,000 shrapnel have arrived,
Charlea Wf i Ward was the speaker, he said.
to audience rotedto meet on Friday
night at the Christian tabernacle to
Naval Battle Expected
prganif.forlaw. enforcement ParticNogales, Sonora, March 3 The
ular attention will be given to enforce-in- g first naval battle in the
history of
the law, relative to the closing of the Mexican revolutionists was exsaloons,, gambling and the selling of
pected today at Polobompa, Sinaloa.
tobacco ,:to minors.
received by General Carranza
Reports
The meeting will be for both men wera that the federal gunboats More-lo- a
and women. Any one interested In
and Guerrera. had arrjved off the
suggested; will be welcome harbor where lay the gunboat Tamto attend, ay,4b.e people in charge.
pion, which recently went over to the
'
:"lt is- expected that, .the work of constitutionalists,
It was asserted
his organization will not only affect
that the crew of the Tamplco had
local conditions materially.! but also
plenty of ammunition, and that from
iU have, s.tate-widInfluence)'' t, said the interior of the
harbor
one, of the raoa backing the movee
would1 be easy to fight off the two
it,
ment today.
federal vessels, which must enter
Ever since last spring the Sunday
through a narrow channeL
closing law has been rigidly enforced
on the Exist side, due to the activity
It is reported that the purpose of
of District Attorney Ward and Chief
Theodore
Douglas Robinson In going
of Police Coles.
to Europe Is to meet Colonel Roosevelt and consult with him concerning
BABY CAUSES DELAY ,
situation in New York.
Washington, March 3. A new baby the political
Mr. Robinson is a nephew of the forhome
at
girl
today
Secretary Bryan's
mer president and chairman of the
delayed a conference with the British
New York progressive state commitmeetalso
and
the cabinet
ambassador
tee.
ing. Mr. Bryan telephoned 'Us office
and' the White House that he would
Two candidates are in the, field for
be late and announced the birth of a
tfri to his daughter, Mrs. Richard L. 'he republican nomination for gover
'
Mr. nor of Michigan this year. They ar
Neb.
Margreaves of Lincoln,
Uexander J. Groesbeck, chairman c
six
has:
now
grandchildren.
Sryaa
he state committee, and Frederick (
I
state
Tartindale, preserst secretary of siat
ticket
in
The republican
S'aine will be selected at a conven- nd a defeated candidate for the gur
lon to be held in Augusta on April 9. jrnatorial nomination two years tigt
3.--

'''

Ben-avlde- z.

MADDOX TO MANAGE

Wichita, Kas., March 3. Nick Mad-doformer pitcher for the Pittsbugh
National league baseball team, will
manage the local Western league team
during the coming season. Maddox,
In making this definite announcement
today, said his players would report
for practice March 15.
ELECTION IN APRIL
r&rif?, March 3. The French cabinet council today decided on Sunday,

April 28, as the day for the general
parliamentary elections in France.

Take HEROINE for indigestion. It
relieves the pain in a few minutes and
forces the fermented matter which
causes the , misery mto tho bowels
where It is expelled. Price 50c. Sold
by Centra! Drug Co. Adv.

G;--

tha-wor-

.

e.

land-locke-

d

JOHN W. HARRIS, Pres

GEO,

'ii

SANTA FE RAILROAD GIVES $V
600,000 PROPERTY TO LOCAL
- INSTITUTION
j

The Las Vegas Y, M, C. A. now is
the owner of the handsome Montezuma hotel property at the Hot
iSprings. worth $1,000,000. The deed
arrived, yesterday from the, general
offices of the Santa Fe Railway com
pany in Chicago and was forwarded
at once., to George H. Klnkol, presi
dent of the Y. M. C A, who is In El
Paso on a business and pleasure trip.
The hotel, with .the hot mineral
springs and surrounding tracts of
land, was given tq the Y. M. C. A. by
the Santa Fe as a free gift.
Officials of the railroad always have
expressed their readiness to deed the
hotel property to any Institution or
individual who would use it for the
best interests of Las Vegas. A year
ago, when Jefferson Raynolds and
several other business men suggested
that the Y. M. C. A. be given the property, the Santa Fe readily agreed, and
the deed was turned over as soon as
it was possible to effect the transaction. "
The Y. M. C. A. was selected as
the proper owner of the property, as
It is an association not organized for
profit and Its work is largely of a
philanthropic nature, making its property exempt from taxation. 'The Y.
M. C. A. also is expected to be able
to supply watchmen with little cost.
Title having been vested in the Y.
M. C. A. the citizens now are in a
position to make good their offer to
present the hotel to the, Loyal Order
of Moose fdr use as a naional sanatorium. Should the Mobse not see
fit to locate the sanatorium here, it
is likely a committee of business men,
contributors to the Y. M. C. A. and
thus members of the institution, will
be selected to handle the property in
a manner deemed for the best Interests of the city. It is possible one of
the smaller hotels will be
and the bath house placed in repair.
It is believed that a few years of advertising would attract many people
to the Hot Springs every summer and
it would not be long until the hotel
property could be
being
Bold or leased to'some persons who
can make it pay. s'
Vegas will be
Everybody in La
glad to learn of the Santa Fe's liber'
ality. It was feared a year ago that
the road would demolish the hotel,
as the expense of maintaining it is
great, due to taxes, insurance and
hire of watchmen. As the property
waa taken over by the Y. M. C. A.,
not because it desired It but because
the citizens made the request, it is
understood the institution will expect
the citizens to provide the funds necessary to maintain the property. The
necessary ,i isxpenses, it,is declared,
would! seriously embarass ithe Y. M. C.
'

A.

SIG NAHM, Vice Pres

Liberal to Us customers yet conservative in its management tlie

I

i

II. HUNKER, Vice Pres
Secretary

CECILIO tfOSENWALD,

i

i

Y.1U.

(Continued From Page One.)

LEAOUTPLfKED

MONTEZUMA

IS DEEDED TO

DROP
HE AND RUTHENIANS WERE
VICTED OF. REBELLION
AGAINST AUSTRIA

TUESDAY, MARCH 3, 19bi
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PEOPLES BANK

'

(iL

TRUST C

EAST LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Invites your account either Commercial or Savings. We pay 4
per cent on Savings
counts, on Checking Accoucls 2 per cect
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Ancient

Capital of Flanders
Quaint and Peaceful.

!3 lifjl jOi
--

Little Berglum Town Has Not Yet
Been Ruined by the Annual Stampede of Tourists, Although

They

Go

Millinery Opening

There

Paris. Only a couple of hours from
the busy town of Brussels, a half
day from Paris, and less than twenty-fou- r
hours from the metropolis of the
world one finds a town that still retains the flavor of the Middle Ages.
It is really medieval, and here in the
crowded little kingdom of Belgium it
slumbers on in undisturbed dignity
on the banks of its quiet canals. For
Bruges, the ancient capital of Flanders, with Its quaint and peaceful
scenes, has not yet been ruined'1 by;
the annual stampede of tourists.
They go there, it Is true, but the people of Bruges have not yet made
their entertainment a business as one
finds In Holland.
From
The Hague we passed
through a country brilliant in its
spring greenness, past red roofed
Flemish villages and windmills slowly waving their great arms at the
speeding train. Here and there red
poppy fields flashed past us, and although a cold dismal rain was falling
the quaint old Flemish country was
fascinating; "
No sooner had we left the railroad
station and started walking up the
queer little street with Its low gabled
buildings than the quiet of the old
town that once shone in such great
splendor Bettled on us. Few persons
were encountered, and the cart from
the hotel trundling up the street laden
with our luggage waa the only sign
of life. Further on toward the cen
ter of the city we met clattering children in .their wooden shoes and an occasional slowly lumbering milk cart,
with its' brightly burnished coppei
cans, drawn by two sturdy dogs.
A turn In the street brought us into
the Grand Place, on one side ol
whicB towers the famous belfry ovei
the city hall. The concierge from oui
hotel, who waa
conducting ua

I.

at the

t

Strass Bonnet Shop
Next Wednesday
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The public is cordially invited

i

to attend
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who ''come painted and attired as no
woman should be", to church.
He
bowed to a woman in one 'of the
front seats and said:.. "Pardon me,
madam." The woman left the church.
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Find Harbor of Pompeii.
Naples. The exact site of the har- FEDERAL LEAGUE CLUB IN WINDY
CITY WILL BE A PENNANT
bor of Pompeii,' for' which search has
been made for' centuries, has been
CONTENDER
discovered by Lorenzo Gozza, the
the insculptor, who
Chicago, March 3. The lineup of
vestigations of his . father, now dead the
Chicago Federals, the first to be
for years.
given, out, was announced today by
Would Leave This Husband.
Manager Tinker. Tinker said he was
Washington. Alleging that her hus satisfied that the t&ani will be a penband made a proposal that she sub nant contender, as he has four swift
mit to the presence. of a Vsoul mate' men, Jackson who led the Northwestunder the family .roof, Mrs. Ethel V. ern
league in etolen bases last year;
Lanston, wife of Aubrey Ianston, an
Cad Coles, who led the New York
rfivnm
author, has sueri "
State league batters and stole 25 bases; Max Flack, who hit for an average,
UiLL of .352 and stole 42 bases ia th
FEDERAL;
Three-- I league, and John Muncie, a
man who played with the
FISIIT ITS L'.'ElIES University of Minnesota
team last
season. Ad Brennan and Ciauda Hen- drix will do the heavy work of the
if national and american pitching staff.
'
its players
Seadid
not
team
The Chicago
get
will
theirs:;
ton, though he will go south vitln
to begin training. Lasent Tinker's men,
Chicago, March
will
ter
he
join Brooklyn. The lineup.
to the president of the National and
name of the team with; v. tsleai'
with
the
American: baseball leagues today that
men played last year follawnr
the Federal league was) prepared to the
Ad Brennan, RiiiaJfj'pWa- Pltchers
fight for fair treatment and would
Claud
Nationals;
Ilendrix, pittsliurrli;
meet in, kind all efforts to lili4 away
Tonr McGuire, Chicago Federals; Irnew
contract
with
under
the
players
C.
win Lang, local
: -league.
J. Watson, and Henry Schml.lt, Z'
ilft-'tto
K.
addressed
John
telegram
Teneri' president Of thai National wauk'ee; John "CiaseF, Chicago
Black, Clilca ,
league, and Baa Johnson, head of the
and
Leo Prca
American league, Pf esldemt Gil more
Peoria.
gast,
'"down
chal
threw
Federals
thft
of the
Catchers Art Wilson, New Yot5c
lenge which may "result in. another
Jim Block,
Milwaukee;
Nationals;
baseball war, Tho 'J.nosjas-- rid:
William Killifer, Philadelphia Nat'
"John IC Tenor; ii.w,( J';-.als; James McDonos h, 'fir. v To " J '
Ban B. Johnson
erals; George Muhy, Cia '
evidence
tells
us
that
"Indisputable,
some of your clubs are endeavoring to
First basemen Y,r. K. J.k'
sign Federal league contract, players.
If you do not stop such methods Im- Spokane; John Kail''?, CLIt. o I
Ywi'
mediately we will withdraw our policy erals; Fred Beck, 'Bu"alo;
of fair play and give you a battle at Zwilllng, St. Joseph.
Second basemen John Farul,
..,
,m
ojour own gam...:
John-"l& h
Cra.r.aa,
(Signed) i "JAMES 'A. GIIKOR33." :.J cago Federals;
"..
Forest Unlvforiity;' Lci Ilan.
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Is

ten-seco-

steal

.

Jeremiah D. Botkin, warden of the
Kansas state penitentiary, Is a candidate for the United States senate on
the democratic tickei Senator Bris-toand Charles
seeks
Curtis, former senator,! is contesting
with him for the republican nomina
tion. Congressman Victor Murdock of
Part of Belfry at Brii(je'1s 37
the Eighth district Is the choice of the
and with an impressive go
progressive party for the senatorsbJp. stopped,
ture pointed out this historic towel
of which LocgfeUow wrot:
..Michigan democrats will renominate
In th market place of Brucea atanda th
Governor ,Woodridge .N. Ferris, ,who
belfry, old and brown.
Is the first representative of their par Thrice consumed,, and thrice Tebullded,
till It watohea o'er the town.
ty to occupy the executive office In
For the belfry is the one great
more than 2Q. .years, ...
pride and show place Of the town.
No stranger can be in the town
Representative C, O.Lobeck may be half day without being' conducted to
opposed for the democratic nomina- the Grande Place, and havlhg It
tion in the Second congressional dis- pointed out to him and Its history
into his ears. It is a stately
trict, of Nebraska by. James C. Dahl-plan- , poured
old
, tower,
slightly leaning, and is
the mayor pf, Omaha,.; ... ,.
fftmedas orift of. tho finest structures
of, Its kind In1 ail Europe."
It has
United States commis- weathered manyTa storm'ln the countsioner general of .immigration, may de less conflicts whicfifthe tbn has sufcide to enter the contest, for the dem fered. When one geta lost In the conocratic nomination., for governor of fused mnza of the "town's narrow,
winding streets, he only has to I00S
California.
for the rrcat tower to find his way
back to the market place.
'
Socialists of North Dakota, met in
The affection with which the town
Grand Forks recently and nominated a regards this belfry is best revealed,
full state ticket to be submitted to perhaps, In the words of one of the
the voters at tho general primaries to city archivists:
"For sis hundred years this belfry
be held in June.
has watched over the city of Bruges.
Lieutenant Governor Barrat O'Hara U has beheld its triumphs and its
failures. Its glory and shame, its
of Illinois is a candidate for the
prosperity and its gradual decay,
nomination for United States and, In
spite of so many vicin,
senator to succeed Ijawrance Y. Sher- It is BtHi standing to beer wltawss to
'the foaius of ou? toref '.'
l
man, republican,
awaken alike memories of c'J ti.r
t
Twenty-thre- e
amendments, Initia- and admiration for one of (lie mo-monuments of clvisj archisplendid
?.'
will
referendum
measures,
tive anl
tecture which the' Middle Age bag
'oted on at the California election ir produced,"
I
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dem-ocratl- o

steal

sit
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Vr Jc'f

?
Tewreiu, 0"? G'nf!' C! lea-gThird basemen lt..!lie ZJ . -- ,
r fix . :
1.. 3 1
3 a J
hpiii
ft. y,
San hiSo' team in Cfchforula. If Jeff York Americans; J.i-- ns
a Federals..
doer.'t fcfcow C a tl's
in T.to
Graw will be .Inclined no cuss Jff,
Shortstop Joe Tli-- f r, Cim '
Outfielders Al WirUmd, Ci
San Diego and winter baseball.
1
natl; Cad Coles,
"
Representative Georse J. Klndol of ra; John Muncie, Vniv( ' '
Max
Denver aspires to the senatorial toga nesota;
Flack, Feorin,
Bill Brennaa was r, . . I
now; worn by Charles B. Thomas.
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the Fedprals
'I
tnr'.
statea are to elect gov dent Gilinore today. The u
ernors this year.
expected hero tomorrow f.
i
lie 1 H
vwq v
Five conJ
Oi 1
the governoi
Thirty-on-

e
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Three l'im3
nilnolss .ro ti
Hcn next mot

November.

election will
Indignant Woman Leavet Church.
New York. A lecture on "Fainted tlie Seventh d Mil t of
Congressman J. Thomas Ileflia h
Women" by Rev. W. I. Scmtherton on April 7 to fill the va
he only Alabama representative wh
ii. drove one from the Baptist Temple by i! v, d
i
c?t
og' no opposition for
.
1.1a. toM of 0)4 wQwea
iaJSjrooWi-Jner.
.hi primaries next month.
A f.ppi'ial
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President Wilson's success ia securand urged upon that body the
the enactment ot the tariff and
ing
necessity for legitiiation to make the WISHED SHE
bills and his legislative polcurrency
more
Hi
tue
of
country
monetary system
icy in general has been more marked,
simplo and uniform and more readily
COULD DIE or perhaps It would be more correct
available for the needs of business.
to say that it has been more apparent,
A
The currency bill, which was Introduc-ee- d
than his successes in the diplomatic
senate
and
simultaneously in the
And Be Free From Her Troubles, field. The two great diplomatic pro
house three days after the president
blems with which he has had to con
Finds Better Way.
had addressed congress on the subtend were the Mexican situation and
administraan
was
essentially
ject,
the Japanese immtgiution Question,
tion measure, and its enactment into
Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time," both of which he Inherited from the
Wilwas
President
a
for
law
victory
lMOCRATIC
president has
says Mrs. Jessie bnarp, or this place.
Early in Aug
provisions of the law for a "I wished f would die and be relieved Taft administration.
tackled many big jobs in son. Thereserve
ust
President
sent
Wilson
from
troubles.
estabthe
of
and
board
womanly
my (Buffering,
federal
A .TWELVE-MONT1
pulling at Lind of Minnesota as special envoy to
lishment of regional banks called for could notto eel up, without
and stayed in bed Mexico. On
me,
help
something
August 18 President Huer
roonetai-most of the time,
i coma not ao my
Washington, March 3. President rather radical changes m the
declined
ta
the Wilson offer of meThe
housework.
the
of
first
majority
the
country.
out
system
r.Vilson today rounded
since
which time the admin
diation,
The least amount of work tired me
.y ear of his term of office as chief of the leading banks, though opposed
to its policy of
haa
istration
adhered
I
would
would
out.
and
head
swim,
manifested
have
My
to
the currency bill,
executive of the nation. A glance
I
or
more.
for
tremble
an
hour
the Japanese
Finally,
In
backward over the 12 months that a disposition to give the new system took Cardui. the woman's tonic, and I
matter
the
president fail
immigration
of
In
to
work
the
aid
am not bothered with pains any more,
liave passed since President Wilson a fair trial and
and I don't have to go to bed. In fact, ed in his efforts to persuade the Caliwas Inaugurated March 4, 1913, shows starting it off smoothly.
fornia legislature to make Its anti-alieThe third great question of public l am souna ana weu oi an my troumes.
tliat his administration haa fceen unland ownership law less objec
Cardui goes to all the weak spots and
usually eventful and active. Seldom, policy to be taken up by President helps to make
with tionable to the Japanese, though he
It
them
acts
strong.
except in time of war, has any presi- Wilson during his first year of office nature not against her. It is for the
has succeeded in averting anything
dent ever had so many thinga'golng was the further regulation by the tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
with
as if everything were wrong, and need approaching an open rupture
of
lederal
government
time.
same
corporations
at
the
tn
and Japan over the question. As both the
nerves
to
their
something
quiet
In
commerce.
The revision of the tariff was the engaged in interstate
system.
strengthen the worn-oMexican and Japanese problems are
u his
Xrst notable achievement of the
previous utterances the president
If you are a woman, suffering from any still pending, it is perhaps too early
administration. "iwo weeks after had made it plain that ."busting" and of the numerous symptoms of woman!
to judge of the success of the Wilson
Tuts was inaugurated the president callbaiting the trusts was not be the frouble, take Cardui. It will help you.
policies or to venture a prediction as
ed an extra session oi congress to re- sport of his administration. At the At ail druggists.
to their ultimate' success or failure.
known
he
be
same
let
that
time
Medicine Co., La4if
It
Writi to: Chattnoog
vise the tariff. The session convened
for Stciai
Tenn.,
Chattanooga,
Dept.,
Advisory
cm April 7 and the Underwood tariff he believed the (Sherman
book. Home
Inttruciiimt on your case and
N.C. lia
Plain Truth That's Worth Money
"hill with the income tax was Imme- law needed revision to make it more treatment for Women," in plain wrapper.
UsiiiL' Foley's Honey and Tar for a
corthose
with
in
effective
That
In
the
house.
dealing
diately introduced
cough or cold may save you both sick and recom- ness
and money. P. F. Monahan, Mentiody passed the measure on May 8 porations whose unlawful acts made transportation companies,
and on September 9 it was passed by them actual enemies of the public mended the creation of an interstate omonie. Wis., says: "I am exposed
trade commission. The president as- to ail kinds of weather ana I fina Fo
the senata On the day of the pass welfare.
always
made
20
sured tie business world that no fren- ley's Honey and Tar Compound wnen
the president
On January
age of the bill by the senate, Presi
l
fixes me up In Rood shape
the
corpozied
before
big
formal
third
statement
his
against
appearance
campaign
a
issued
dent Wilson
public
catch cold or have a bad cougft.
which very clearly Identified the ad- the two houses of congress assembled ration waB contemplated, but that the recommend it Kladly." Refuse all sub
and Kea
ministration with the measure, and in joint session and! explained his efforts of the administration would stitutes. O. G. Schaefer
Cross Druir Store. 'Aa v.
which asserted the success of the dem- views on the trust problem, lie con be directed to bringing about "easy
ocratic party in maintaining 1U har- demned interlocking directorates, ad- and simple business readjustments."
of the pres
The Mothers' Favorite
mony and carrying out Its pledges lin- vocated the prosecution of individual The favorable impression
A.
cough medicine for children
directors and officials for the unlaw ident's message has been heightened
ger difficult clrcumaiances.
should be harmless. It should be
As soon as the president was assur ful acts of their corporations, pro- by the recent attitude of the adminis
pleasant to take. It should be effectual.
corof
a
number
ed that the last stumbling block had posed to confer upon the interstate tration in permitting
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is all of
Seen removed from the path of the commerce commission the power to norations to make rearrangements this and is the mother's favorite everywhere. For sale by ad dealers. Adv.
tariff bill he appeared before con regulate the financial operations of and avoid prosecutions.
'
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HORT ORDERS

AND REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE

YEAR 1H

OFFICE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

UAE3T

kt

CHAPMAN
II

'

COLU

"
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RATES
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CLASSIFIED

ADVER

TISEMENTS

vited, uuy
Petten, Secretary.
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LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS
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Wanted!

McAllister,

5

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
4. Meets every Monday

innnc

Grand avenue.

B.

P. O. ELKS

Meets

eeconrl

East Bound
Arrive
,7:20

1....
3....
7....
9....

1:10 p. m
6:35 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m.....

p: m
p. m...

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

Depart

or

For Rent
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Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock
Visiting brothers are cordially in
vlted.
Isaac Appel, President; Cnarlm
FOR SALE 75 pure bred White Leg
Secretary.
Greenclay,
horn and R, I. Red hens, one year
and younger;
25 half-bre- d
hens
same age. First house north of M, MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
M. Sundt on North Eighth street.
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
FOR SALE One team draft mares', on the second and fourth Mondays ol
2,800 lbs.
Also good saddle pony. each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
extra gentle. H. R. Parker. Mesa. Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Vlsitini
Montague,
BABY CHICKS, Rhode Island Reds members are especially welcooe an
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery cordially Invited.
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os
OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
age City, Kansas.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R. nurth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, $1 Pioneer building. Visiting members
and ?1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R. are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
I. strong
cockerels. C. G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
W. Wesner.
setting of

For Bid s on That Last
TTT

OlD)

T1HTT

1 M, IN

ill

N

HJJ.

U

14, $ 1.

Koogler Brothers

iuu!

Silver Spoon
if
yen use
EMPRESS
---

FLOUR
It

t.

i

ai

I
3

FLOUR really is. g
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

uf

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER

PLAT- E-

BEAUTIFUL

I FRENCH.
GREY(STER- LING) FINISH

I

can be
tamed in mis cuy uom
t

t
s

I

s

lire

ALL GROCERS

ill liiHiil

s
mm

office

m&

2,000 lbs., or Mora, Each Dal vary .M....M.M..t3e
to 2,000 Iba Each Delivery ,.
1,000
200 Ibc, to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery
So
to 200 lbs Each Delivery
60
Ceil very .M.M.M.MMS0o
Lm than 69 lb;,'

...... ...25e
....... .S0o

lb,

..........

par 161 A
par 181 ike.
per 16 1ft.
per 1S9 153,
par ISi i

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters,

Btorers, sad Distributors J Natural Ice, tas Futti
WMefc Hare Hade Las Yetaa ramea.
OFFICE 7(1 DOUGLAS AVENUE

E3

LU&g Qualities et

i we.1

c:;ly

HAVE customer for modern house,
not less than six roomi. Phone
Main 606.

c-

.1

RETAIL PRICES

lb,

I

I 1
I

you

you 'd ' do any
way when you
leam how Much
Better EMPRESS

m.

THOROUGHBRED

WE Gae Please YOU

"s giving

a present for doing something

May-hatche- d

White Leghorn
eggs for hatching, II and 11.50 per
15. T. C. Llpsett, 1D26 Fifth street

p. I
a. m.
p. a,
p. m.

This elegant Rogers'

For ai

First prize pens at county fair. Per

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

anrl

fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially: Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
FOR RENT Two furnished front Secretary.
rooms; modern; rates reaspnable.
W. C. Page, 813 Fourth street.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
FOR RENT Room. Mrs. Van Petten, W. O. W. hall, Sixth street on the
806 Seventh street.
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Teputy,
WELL DRILL For sale cheap, used 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
but little, easy terms, call at the Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
office of Edward to. Johnson, Pio East Las Vegas, N. M.
neer Building, E. Las Vegas.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second anc
FOR SALE One Rio automobile, 1912
fourth
Thursday evening eacb
car, good condition, will demon month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
strate.
Inquire Las Vegas Auto brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
and Machine Co,
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
FOR SALE Hatching eggs, "White
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
Leghorns and Indian Runner ducks,
day of the month in the vestry roomi

0

Depart

2....

7:45 p. m.
..11:59 p. na
4. ...11:54
2:30 a. nv
8.... 2:25 a. m
2:00 p. xa.
No. 10.... 1:35 p. m
wn
West Bound

evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting
brethren cordially invited to attend
Friedenstine, N. G.: A. T. Rogers,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer: C. V. Hedgcock
trim Cemetery Trustee.

L

WANTED Employment, tree
ming, gardening, distributing advertising matter. Address Optic. R.
C.

LOCAL TIME CARD

NO. 8, ROY

Regular con-- f
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
lempie at 7:30 p. m. p. No.
A. Brlnegar, H. P.; F. O. No.
No.
Blood, Secretary.

t)

Iff

Meets first and third Tues
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,

F. O. E.

WI1-Sio-

''imy

H.
0
tt

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. I,
Flvo cent per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
conclave
Wwafr
"3iSlar
No ad to occupy less space than two
In juti4l siMih 4 IT.
,w
line
All advertisement
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually aet
11. Smith, B. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of word. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

ut

anti-trus-

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
102 MeetB every
A. M. Regular comMonday night
munication first and O. Ft. C. ball, on Donglae avenaa
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are
each month. Visiting diaUy welcome. J. C. Werts, Pr&
brothers cordially In dent; J. T Buhler. Secretary; O, &
M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

5

in

las

veg a s

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County,
Ba.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of tne firm of P. J.
Cheney & Co.. doimr busin ana In ttia
City of Toledo, county and State afore- saia, ana mat said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be curea by the use of

HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK, J. CHENE.Y.
Sworn to (before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. TV. CLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interacts
nally and
directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all drmreristi), 75o.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-

pation.
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A pain In the side or back that
catches you when vou fltraie-rirenn
falls for a robbing application of BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes
the contracted muscles and permits
motion without sufferina; or inconvenience. Price 25c, 5c and i.oo per
pottle. Sold by Central Drug Mo,
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And thereupon the following resolu- and secretary this the 20th day of
January, A. D. 1914.
tion was presented:
ALBERT J. SCHILLING,
State of New Mexico. Certificate ,'' Plate of Kansas,
Resolved:
That the capital stock THE MISSOURI VALLEY BRIDGE &
of Comparison.
IRON COMPANY.
ot The Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron
Leavenworth County,, ss.
. United States of America,
sum
to
By K. S. TULIOCK,
tho
now
amounting
Personally appeared before me. a company,
be
State of New Mexko, ss.'
President
Thousand
Hundred
Dollars,
of
One
Notary Public in and tor Leavenworth
It is Hereby Certified,- - tliat the
increased to (Corporate Seal)
same
is
and
the
aliove-namehereby
the
is a full, truw and complete County, Kansas,
sum of One Hundred and Fifty Attest:
Kitty B. Tullock, Amos E. Wilson, Ed- the
A. J. SCHILLING, Secretary.
transcript of the Certified Copy ot ward
The additional
H. Connor, Chaues F. Greever, Thousand Dollars.
Certificate of Incorporation of The
Endorsed: No. 7(79. Foreign. Cor.
issued
to
be
Dollars
Thousand
Lewis S. Stewart and Albert J. Schil- Fifty
Missouri Valley Hridge and Iron comVol. 6 page 251. Statement of
Rec'd.
,
each.
in
$100.00
shares
of
and
as
directors
ling, stockholders
the
The
pany (No. 777S) with the endorseMissouri
Valley Bridge and Iron
it.
that
be
And
further resolved,
who are personally known
ments thereon, as same, appears on aforesaid,
Company,
designating
this
of
certify
principal office.
corporation
to me to be the same persona who secretary
file and of record In the office of the
to the agent, etc. Filed In Office of State
of
this
the
action
meeting
of
instrument
the
executed
foregoing
State Corporation Commission. '
and duly acknowledged tlie secretary of state of the state of Corporation Commission of New MexIn Testimony Whereof, the chair- writing,
ico. Feb. 13 1914, 9 a. in. Edwin F
'
Kansas, as required by law.
execution of the same.
man and clerk of said commission
On motion duly seconded, the' said Coard, Clerk. Compared E. D. C. to
In Testimony Whereof, I have here'
have hereunto set their hands and afwas duly voted on, and J. J. O.
resolution
unto subscribed my name and affixed
fixed the seal of said commission, at
State of New Mexico,
the unanimous vote of all
adopted
by
notarial
1st
this
of
my
seal,
Aug
day
the City of Santa Fe, on this Thir-- i
of San Miguel, ss..
said
of
stockholders
the
County
corporation.
A. D. 1904.
teenth day of February, A. 1). 1914. ust,
I
the
motion
cetrify, that this instrument
adjourned
hereby
meeting
Upon
(Seal)
M.. S. GROVES,
(Seal)
was filed for record on the 16th day
sine die.
HERMAN M. LaNGWORTHY,
Chairman.
Attest:
of February, A. D. 1914, at 9 o'clock
E. H, CONNOR,, Chairman.
Notary Public.
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk,
a. m and was duly recorded In Book
My commission expires Nov, 7. 1907. A. J. SCHILLING, Secretary.
State of Kansas, Department of Stale,
1 of Articles
of Incorporation, page
Leavenworth, Kan., Sept. 1912.
Office of .Secretary' of State.
Chas. IT. Sessions. Secretary of
328 on this 16th day of February, A.
the
of
the
I,
secretary
undersigned,
Received of J. R. Burrows, Sec'y, the
State.
D. 1914.
sum of One Hundred Dollars, the Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron comTo all to Whom these Presents shall
Witness my hand and seal of office.
foredo
the
that
pany,
hereby certify
same being the charter fee.
Come, Greeting
LORENZO DELGADO)
(Seal)
and
is
a
true
full,
complete
Dated
D.
going
A.
this
3rd
day of August,
I, Chas. H. Sessions, secretary of
Clerk
and
Recorder.
stockholdCounty
the
the
minutes
t
copy of
state of the state of Kansas., do here 1004.
WM. B. STAPP, Deputy.
on
By
held
said
of
ers
company
meeting
T. T. KELLY,
by certify that the following and
the 21st day ofi September, 1912, as
Secretary of State of Kansas.
hereto attached is a true copy of
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
the same appears on record.
charter and amendment of The Mis By C. R. RTCHEY, Chief Clerk.
United States Land Office
said
seal
of
and
hand
Witness
my
Filed
1904.
J.
for
3,
record August
souri Valley Bridge and Iron com
N. M., January 22, 1914.
Tucumcari,
of
this
25tn
Septem
day
R. Burrow, Secretary of State.
corporation
pany the original of which Is now on
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: That
1912.
ber,
Reduction
ot Directorate
file and a matter of record in this Certificate of
the State of New Mexico, under and
A. J. SCHILLING.
of the- Missouri Valley
Bridge &
office..
virtue of the act of Congress apby
Seal)
(Corporate
Iron Company.
In Testimony Whereof, I hereto set
June 20, 1910, hereby makes
proved
1912.
Topeka, Kan., Oct. 4,
my hand and cause to he affixed my The State of Kansas,
for the within described
application
of
Missouri
Received
Bridge
Valley
Leavenworth County, ss.
official seal.
unappropriated, unreserved, and
Dollars
& Iron Co., Fifty and
Kittle B. Tullock, to lawful age, be
Done at the City of, Topeka, this
publlo lands for the beueflt
Charter Fee.
16th day of January, A. D. 1914.
ing duly sworn, deposes that she is
of the University. Said lands being
CHAS. H. SESSIONS,
vice president and acting president of
(Official ,Seal)
iltuated In the County of, San Miguel,
Secretary of State.'
the Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron
CHAS. H. SESSIONS,
State of New Mexico, and more parA.
Chief
E.
Clerk.
CORNELL,
of Leavenworth, Kansas; By
company,
Secretary of State.
described as follows,
ticularly
Approved Sept. 28, 1912.
'
and Albert J. Schilling, of lawful age,
By J. T, BOTKIN,
Description
S.
John
Dawson,
Asst. Secretary of State, being duly sworn, deposes that he is
of Tracts
Sec. Twp. Rng. Mer.
Chas. H. Sessions.
and
the
duly
elected,
acting
qualified
12N '25E N. M.
19
Charter of The Missouri Valley Bridge
3WSEU
Filed Oct. 4, 1912. Oharles II. Ses
secretary of said corporation.
29
12N
& Iron Company
25E N. M.
.VENW'i
of
State.
Affiants jointly and severally cretl- - sions, Secretary
30
12N
25E N. M.
NESE
The undersigned, citizens of the state
Endorsed: Foreign No. 777S. Cor.
under oath that at a meeting of
12N
33
25E N.M.
ot Kansas, do hereby voluntarily as- fy
Vol. 6 Page 251. Certified copy SVSSW'i r
Rec'd.
stockholders of said corporation duly
e
sociate ourselves together for the
of Incorporation, etc., Comprising a total area of 200 acres.
called for that purpose and. held in of Certificate
All persons wishing to protest
of forming a private corporation
& Iron
the general offices of said corporation of The Missouri Valley Bridge
selection by the State of New
against
under the laws of the state of Kansas,
office
Corin
of
State
Filed
at Leavenworth, Kansas, July 10, 1907, Company.
Mexico
of the tracts of land above
do
and
of New Mexico,
hereby certify:
all the stock being represented and poration Commission
must file their protests
mentioned,
F.
9
m.
a.
Edwin
Feb.
13,
1914;
First
voting affirmatively, and by the affir
the
said selection la this ofagainst
Clerk. Compared E. D. C. to
That the name of this corporation mative vote of
s
of the Coard,
on or before the twenty-sevent- h
fice
J. J. O.
shall he The Missouri Valley Bridge shares
thereof, the following amend
day of March, 1914.
& Iron Company.
State of New Mexico,
ment to the charter of said corporaR. A. PRENTICE,
County of San Miguel, ss.
Second
CERTIFICATE
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That the purposes for which this
corporation is formed are to design,
construct, erect, wreck, and repair
bridges, aqueducts, viaduct, approaches, piers, foundations, dams, wharves,
buildings; to buy, build and operate
boats and railroads; riprapplng, trestle work, wood, stone, iron and steel
work; purchasing, contracting, subcontracting and conducting a general
bridge and Iron business; and buying,
selling, holding and managing such
realty as may be necessary and incident thereto.
'
Third
,
That the place where its business
is to he transacted is at Leavenworth,
Kansas.
Fourth
That the term for which this corporation is to exist is 99 (Ninety-nine- )
years..
Fifth
That the number of directors of
this corporation shall ie 6 (six) and
the names and residences of those
who are appointed for the first year
i

are:

B. Tullock,
Amos B. Wilson,
Edward H. Connor,
'
Charles F. Greever,
Lewis S. Stewart,
Albert J. Schilling,
all of Leavenworth, Kansas.

Sixth
That the estimated value of the
goods, chattels, lands, rights and credits owned by the corporation is
$100,000 (One Hundred Thousand Dollars.)

That the amount of

said.

;

Further affiants say not.
KITTIE B. TULLOCK,
Vice President and Acting President.
A.

J.

SCHILLING,

Secretary(Corporate Seal)
Signed and sworn to before me, the
undersigned, a notary public of said
county and state, a Leavenworth,
Kansas, this July 1C, 1907.
E. B. BAKER,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission, expires April 26, 1910.
F. S. JAuKSON,
t

Filej for

C. E. DENTON,,
JNO. Q. ROYCE,
record July 23, 1907.

C.

Secretary of State.
State of Kansas. Department of State.
or
Chas. H. Sessions, Secretary
State.
To all to Whom these Presents shall
Come, Greeting:
I, Chas. H. Sessions, Secretary of
State of the state of Kansas do here
by certify that he following and hereto
attached is a true copy of amendment
to the charter of The Missouri Valley
Bridge & Iron Company, the original
of which is now on tue and a matter
of record in this office. .
In Testimony Whereof, I hereto set
my hand and cause to be affixed my
official seal. Done at the City of To
peka, this 4th day ot february, A. D.

the

capital

Btock of this corporation shall be
$100000 (One Hundred Thousand Dollars,) and shall be divided into 1000
(One Thousand) shares, of ,$100.00 1914.
r
(One Hundred Dollars) each.
(Seal)

,

i

E. Denton,

Kitty

,

tion was unanimously adopted:
Resolved, that the number of direc
tors of this corporation be, and the
same is hereby changed, from six to
five, and that the president and secre
tary are hereby authorised to make
and file the statutory certificate and
take any other1 steps which may be
necessary or proper t;o consummate
the legal change in the number of di
rectors of this corporation as afore-

Seventh
That the names and residences of
the stockholders of said; corporation,
and the number of shares held by
each, are as folio w to wit:
Number of
Names and Residences
Shares
Kitty B. Tullock, Leavenworth,
485
Kansas
Amos R Wilson, Leavenworth,
Kansas
...
....... 50
Edward II. Connor, Leavenworth,
150
Kansas
Charles F. Greever, Leavenworth,
Kansas
82
,
Lewis s. Stewart, Leavenworth,
Kansas
83
Albert J. Schilling,. Leavenworth;
Kansas
150
j

1

,
Register.
hereby certify that this Instrument
was filed for record on the 16th day
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
of February, A. D. 1914, at 9 o'clock
CONCEKN
a. m., and was duly record in Book 1,
Notice
is
given to whom it
hereby
of Articles of Incorporation, page 323,
concern that John A. Rudulph
on this 10th day of February, A. D. may
the undersigned,, was appointed on the
1914.
2nd day of March, A. D. 1914, Executoffice.
seal
of
Witness my hand and
or of the estate of Emilie Pendaries
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
Recorder. Rudulph, deceased, and all persons
County Clerk and
having claims against the said estate
WM.
B.
Deputy.
STAPP,
By
will present the same within the time
prescribed iby law.
Certificate of Comparison
March 2nd, 1914.
State of New Mexico. Certificate
JOHN A. RUDULPH,
of Comparison.
Executor.
United States of America,
State of New Mexico; ss.
Piles Cured in 6 to 14 Days
It is Hereby Certified, that the Druggists refund money If PAZO
annexed ia a full, true and complete OINTMENT
fails to cure Itching,
transcript of the Statement of The Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles.
Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron Com- First
application gives relief. 25c.
pany Designating Principal Office,
Agent, etc., (No. 7778) with the en
Chronic Stomach Trouble Cured
dorsements thereon, as same appears
There is nothing more discouraging
on file and of record in the offica of than, a chronic disorder of the stom
ach. Is it not surprising that many
the State Corporation Commission.
suffer for years with such an ailment
In Testimony Whereof, the chair when a
permanent cure is within their
man and clerk of said commission reach and may be had for a trifle?
have hereunto set their hands and af--1 "About one year ago,'' says P. II.
a
fixed the seal of said commission, at Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought
of Chamberlain's Tablets, an!
package
the City of Santa Fe, on this Thirteenth since using them I have felt perfectly
well. I had previously used any numday of February, A. D. 1914.
M. S. GROVES,
ber of different medicines, but none
(Seal)
or them were of any lasting benefit."
Attest:
Chairman,
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk,

I

Statement of the Missouri Valley
Bridge & Iron Company
This association duly incorporated
under the laws of the state of Kansas, and desiring to transact business
in the state of New Mexico, makes
the following statement:

Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound for an Inflamed and congested
condition of the air passages and bron
chial tubes. A cold develops quickly
If not checked and bronchitis, lagrippe
and pneumonia are dangerous possibilities. Harsh racking coughs weaken the
system, but Foley's Honey and Tar is
1.
and certain in results. Consafe,
The name of the organization is the tains pure
no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and
Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Com- Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
pany.
2.

'

OHAS. M. SESSIONS,
Secretary of State.
4 By J. T. BOTKIN,
Asst. Secretary of State.

Minutes of the special meeting of
the stockholders of the Missouri Val
ley Bridge & Iron company, held at
the office of the company in the city
of Leavenworth, county of Leaven-orth- ,
and state of Kansas, on Satur
day, September 21st, 1912, meeting
called and held for the purpose of au
thorizing an Increase of the capital

stock of said corporation, from
to $150,000.00.
Present at the meeting, or repre
sented by proxy, the following stockholders:
'
K. S. Tullock, owning shares,
H. S. Tullock, owning shares,
1000
E. H. Connor, owning shares,
In Testimony Whereof, We have
A. J. Schilling, owning shares,
herento subscribed our names, this
C. F. Greever, owning shares,
1st day of August, A. D. 1904.
and representing tho entire capiKITTY B. TULLOCK,
tal stock of said corporation.
AMOS E. WILSON,
.
On motion, E. H. Connor was electEDWARD H. CONNOR,
ed chairman of the meeting and A. J.
V CHARLES F. GREEVER,
Schilling, secretary thereof. .
$100,-000.0- 0

The location of its registered office
in the state of Ney Mexico, Is East
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
3.
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Albuquerque,
215 E. Central
23

Years Practical Experience.

W. W. BOWERS
The name of the agsnt in charge of 2. A. JONES
the registered office m New Mexico
and upon whom process against the Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
corporation may be served Is John S.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Clark, East Las Vegas.
General 'Massage, Hair and Scalp
4.
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mank
The amount of authorized capital
cure, Chiropody.
stock is $150,000.
Steam Laundry Building
,

5.

Phone Vegas 128
The' amount of capital stock Issued Office Hours: 1:30' p, m. to 3:30 p. m.
and outstanding is $143,500.00.
6.

o

s
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h
o,

n

ATTORNEYS

The character of the business to be
HUNKER & HUNKER
transacted in New Mesfeo Is the building, constructing or erecting of bridg- George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hn
Attornyt-at-Laes, trestles, culverts,
substructures,
New Mt'
supperstructures and dams; placing, Las Veeai.
driving or setting piles.
DR. F. B. HUXMAr'M
In Witness Whereof, the said the
Dentlut
Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Company has caused its name to bo hereDental work of any description e,j
unto subscribed and its corporate seal
moderate prices
to bo hereto affixed, and these presents Room 1, Center Block. Tel Ma!n Iff
to be executed by its president
East Las Tneas, New Mexico
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'
v. m, Watson has entered '
the
questions, expects to send along a
employ 0r the Santa Fe and v
.ill have mass of other information.
charge of the ticket wi
The Moose grand lodge will meet In
Harry Haskell is on r!
YafraUon.
the near future, at which time it Is
6:27
expected the location for the sanal88t UisU torium, which will cost in the neighabout 'a snow with borhood of $2,000,000, will be selected.
little

Mrs.

1

Try a box oi

LOCAL NEWS
Light

automobile

at

lamps

p'clock this evening.

.

tJthRarbtor'st,,f',ea
efforaf

P'f

p.

Ml

But 40 cents per

pound box and is
sliced just riffit
STORE

STEARNS'

the wither man has
predicting snow for
at a stretch. That story about
"Spring is in the air" in last night's
New continued story feature Vgins
paper caused the appeaarnce of a
at Mutual theater tonight. See it
touch of real winter weather within
'
Adv.
five hours. Snow fell all night and
for a considerable rime after daylight
Afternoon and evening gowns. $10 this
morning. The thermometer drop
and up. .Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.
ped to .25 degrees, according to the
Adv.
volunteer observer at the Normal
University.
"The Mutual Girl," first installment
of serial films, at Mutual theater to
Nestor Hoffman has purchased
night. Adv.
from H. P. Browne one-ha-lf
interest
in the Photoplay, Browne and the DunTrees pruned see Thornhlll, Prun
can opera house combination. Mr.
ing trees and fixing gardens. Phone
Hoffman will take an aotive part in
Purple 5352. Adv.
the management of these theaters and
will devote all his time to that work.
Dr. and Mrs. F. H. Crall are the
The two managers stated today that
proud .parents of a baby boy, born to
they would continue running the
them this morning
same class of pictures that have been
shown in the past and that they would
Finch's Golden Wedalnlg Rya, aged
endeavor to bring many first class
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
shows and vaudeville attractions to
course.
Adv.
you. At the Lobby, of
this city for the benefit of their patrons. Mr. Hoffman and Mr. Browne
on
Rain or shine, our hats will be
have formed a company which will
disuplay Wednesday, March 4. So he known as the
Las Vegas Amuse
come. Strass' Bonnet Shop.-r-Ament company.
Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. AJv.

been

frar-- '

woe""
.3

t!ca

dv.

QLfflOS

MA-J-O
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...

straw hat seen on the street toThe board of county commissioners
day seemed to predict that summer
Is at hand, or that the owner soon held a short session yesterday at
which practically no business other
would be In the asylum.
..

i

As-- a
Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortmem tine colorings unique paiierns-a- n f I
Jr
prices.
a

. .

mm

aV aV

.

pU.ureJi will meet with' Mrs. E. M. Bag
well,. ,No. 11 Grand avenue, Wednes
day, March. 4, at 2:30 p. m.

You will think it
July when you
see the beautiful summer hats on dis
play tomorrow. Don't forget the place
nor date. Strass'. Adv.
is1

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or giffsl
'iii ...

'."

ft

,

.4.

Adv..

Hendriekson of Santa Fe was
in town last night and while here purchased a Hupmobile from the Las
Vegas Motor Car company, which
formerly was the Las Vegas Ford
Sales company.
A. C.

K

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

Photoplay tonight only : Kalem's
sensational drama "Chasing the Smugglers," a thrilling tale of the revenue
service. Also a Selig comedy "Venus
and Adonis."

CHARLES ILFELD GOulPANY
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Word has been received from J. B.
Kraus, formerly of mis city and who
is now located In Baldwin, Miss., to
the effect that he has gone into business for himself. Mr. Krause worked
In Bacharach Brothers! store while In
this: city.

PURE QUILL
or OUR PRIDE

Frank H. H. Rooerts, the presi
dent of the New Mexico Normal Uni
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A. V. Conklin died this morning at
St Anthony's sanitarium. Mr. Conklin was taken off of Santa Fe train
No. 10 last Friday. He was on his
way to New York. The body is being held until relatives can be reach-

And every
woman can bake well if
she, will use our flour. It
is so skillfull v hlenrlftrl. sn
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

;

We have secured the services of Mr. Frank Fries as our baker.
We are now In a position to offer the best BAKERY GOODS. in

city.
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Several other southwestern cities are
bidding for the honor of "selection as
the location for the big institution.
All have made attractive offers,, and
the competition will be close and
keen. The Moose committeemen, when
here, however, declared that
they
were not looking for monetary or
land Inducements. They said they
would locate the sanatorium at the
most advantageous place, even If the
expense to the lodge were great and
absolutely no inducements were offered by the citizens. This shows that
the Moose mean business. Las Vegans believe that this city will land
the sanatorium, as climatic conditions
here have been pronounced Ideal for
the treatment of tuberculosis by emir
nent physicians in all pars of the
United States.
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than of a routine nature was transact
ed. The commissioners ordered the
payment of a number of bills. For
several months, owing to the delay in
the beginning of the collection of taxes, the county funds have been at a
low ebb, and the commissioners have
been obliged to spread them thinly
over the accounts to be settled, Just
as a man makes butter cover a large
surface of a slice of bread. Money is
coming iinow, howeveij and the
commissioners are paying'up as many
accounts as possible. The dates for
the local option elections at Pecos and
Leyba were fixedi for March 21.

WE ARE EXCLUSIVE

in the institption on January 31.
There are six more periodicals received than during any previous month.
Five weekly and six daily papers are
to be found on the files. During the
month 646 books were) loaned and
people used the library, while 16
new cards were issued.
The World's- Work, The New Age
and The Top Notch have been added
to the list of monthly magazines. Mr.
George Hill presented a set of
works and Collier's Cyclopedia
of Social and Commercial Information.
Cecil Read also donated three books.
The library regularly receives through
the kindness of Senator A. B. Fall
"The Canal Record," a weekly devoted to the story of the! Panama canal
and current events.
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Dr.

versity, was notified ny letter yester
day afternoon that he ad been grant
ed the degree of doctor of laws by
the University of Denver. This Is Dr.
Roberts fifth degree, and is the only
honorary degree he has received.
Council Fires, the magazine of the
New Mexico Federation of Women's
clubs, has been delayed in the print
ing by an epidemic of measles in Itos
well, whtre the priting is being done.
The next number Is to be devoted to
Las Vegas, and will contain several
articles concerning this city. Work Is
being rushed, and the Issue will be
read for the public In a short time.

Bul-wer- 's

HEN HILL
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SHOT AT A POLICEMH
FRESNO AND MEGINNEY ARE IN
JAIL AWAITING ARRIVAL
OF DENVER OFFICER

Fresno and Walter Me- two
men arrested yester
the
Gliiney,
day morning on a charge of having
attempted to shoot a policeman in
Denver when interrupted by the of
ficer while engaged in robbing a
house,, are still in the city jail. They
are being held pending the arrival of
a Denver officer to take them to the
Colorado capital for trial. The men
have expressed a willingness to ad
mit their identity and their connec
tion with the Denver burglary, it is
said.
iWi H. M.

The following civil service exami
nations will be held in Las Vegas on
March 30: Assistant map printer
(male). From the register of eliglbles resulting from this examination
certification will be made to; fill a va
cancy In this position at 75 cents per
day in the geological survey at Wash
ington, D. C. Mechanical draftsman
(male). From the eligibles in this
examination vacancies will be filled INFORMATION PlEPAliED
as they occur in. the position of skilled draftsman in the office of the chief
of ordnance, war department, at sal FGR5TIIE HOOSEILODGE
aries ranging from $900 to ?l0O per
year. Shoe and harness maker (male)
From the eligibles in this examination COMMITTEE HOLDS FORTH LAS
VEGAS' INDUCEMENTS FOR
vacancies will be filled In the Indian
SANATORIUM SITE ';
service, at a salary of $G00 a year.
Unmarried men are preferred in these
The committee of the Commercial
positions.
club and the Y. 'M. C. A. entrusted
with the task of answering the list of
questions left here by the Moose san
1 VAULT AND CESSPOOL
atorium investigating committee was
busily at work today. It was announced at noon that all the desired
information would hp. compiled and
Those desiring work done
ready for sending to the lodge offl.
ii uu Ul t,
Will piceisc Urt'l
pu'iiG MN i'ials-tonight. The P. A. P. bunch
asked for information regarding alti
A. W. Patterson,
tude, climate find nil those thim-'- that
Las Vejjas Transfer Co.
must be taken, into consideration in
B23 Sixth Street
the location of n tmiatorium. The
Phone Main 43
committee, in addition to answering
-
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AGENTS F0K

KELLY SRINGFIELD TIRES
TIRES GUARANTEED

J

G&
GUARANTEED

FOR

5000 MILES

FOR

3500 AND 5000 MILES

LET US HAVE A TIRE TALK BEFORE
BUYING

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY

LAS VEGAS FORD SALES CO.
A COMPANY

HERE

WE CAM CROW

BEN
WiHO
HAS
STRUCKMAN,
CHARGE OF THE "WEEKLY,"
SO RECOMMENDS"

Las Vegas has another convert to
her scenery and climate. This time it
is Ben Struckman ot uhe Pathe Week
ly, who with P. H. LeNoir1audJ At;JJ.
MesMarais spent three days; in the
vicinity of the Y. M. C. A. camp and
El Porvenir. The party took some very
fine views from the top of the Hermit's Peak and also on the scenic
highway.
When seen by a representative of
The Optio Mr. Struckman was bubbling over with enthusiasm for the people he had met in Las Vegas and the
scenery he had seen up in the mountain country. Just before boarding
the train,, for Denver yesterday Mr.
Struckman said:
"You can't put it too strong how
very much I have been impressed by
your wonderfully invigorating climate
and your really beautiful scenery. In
my work with the Pathe company I
have been pretty much all over this
country filming all sorts of scenery
and I am not exaggerating it one bit
when I say that never have L seen
anything to surpass or even equal
what you have up in that country
where I have just been. Why, the
people of Las iVegas ought to be
proud, and no doubt are, of this price
less asset right at hand.
"You can quote me as saying that
when I return to Denver I will not only acquaint my company, probably the
largest motion picture company in the
world, operating in Europe as well as
this country, of your scenery, and ask
permission to take a few reels of it,
but I also will strongly recommend
that it send a company to Las Vegas
to take advantage or the great and
unlimited natural backgrounds which,
your country possesses and which are
needed so much in picture taking. If
this company does not come it will
not be because I haven't put it up to
them strong enough.
"I like the people I have met here;
I like the spirit of your boosting citizens; I like the enthusiasm which everybody seems to raoiate In Laa Vegas; I like your city, your scenery,
your climate; In fact, so much that I
am coming back this oummer, If possible, and spend a few efeks with, my
friend LeNoir up at the "Y" camp.
Yes, sir, you can put me down as a
sincere booster for Las Vegas."
,.

LIBRARY IS GROWING
The report of Miss Bessie Cooley,
librarian of the Carnegie library, for
the month of February shows an increase of 18 books over the number

YOUR MILEAGE FIRST

PATIIE MAY SEND

about the quality of
our furniture for the
reason that it is the
very highest as
rega-

de-

rds-material,

sign and workmanship. We furnish
every room inthe

house neatly,

thoroughly and handsomely, and guarantee
every article. We have a choice selection of
Carpets, Rugs and Alattings, and you will find
our prices acceptable to your ideas of economy.

J. C. JOHNSRN

&

SON

"Complete Home Furnishers"

Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallct Raynolds, Cabhier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we

are prepared

to give

Izisrczt Paid cn

the best

of service
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For the best0 on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski- n

ed for the auto.
ALL WCSK DONE

AT GUI SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PEEFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
ALL AROUND SATISFACTION
will be the remilt of yoar purchase if
it cornea from m
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
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means a Lot
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WHEN IN NEED OF TIRES
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